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Abstract
Science centres are one of the best opportunities for informal study of natural science. There
are many advantages to learn in the science centres compared with the traditional methods: it
is possible to motivate and supply visitors with the social experience, to improve people’s
understandings and attitudes, thereby bringing on and attaching wider interest towards natural
science. In the science centres, pupils show interest, enthus iasm, motivation, self-confidence,
sensitiveness and also they are more open and eager to learn. Traditional school-classes
however mostly do not favour these capabilities. This research presents the qualitative study
in the science centre. Data was gathered from observations and interviews at Science North
science centre in Canada. Pup ils’ learning behaviours were studied at different exhibits in the
science centre. Learning behaviours are classified as follows: labels reading, experimenting
with the exhibits, observing others or exhibit, using guide, repeating the activity, positive
emotional response, acknowledged relevance, seeking and sharing information. In this
research, it became clear that in general pupils do not read labels; in most cases pupils do not
use the guides help; pupils prefer exhibits that enable a high level of interactivity; pupils
display more learning behaviours at exhibits that enable a high level of interactivity.
Keywords: informal and formal learning, science centre, interactive exhibits, qualitative
research, pupils’ interviews, pupils’ observations, learning behaviours.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Science North
The current research was conducted in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada at Science North in May
and June 2004. With a population of 155,000, the City of Sudbury is the largest city north of
Toronto. It covers an area of 3627 km2 .
Science North is Northern Ontario’s most popular tourist attraction and an educational
resource for children and adults across the province. Science North’s five attractions - a
science centre, IMAX theatre, butterfly gallery, motion simulator and special exhibits hallrecorded more than 450,000 admissions last year (2003), more than twice as many visitors as
any other tourist attraction in Northern Ontario.
The science centre, Science North, opened on June 19, 1984, offering the opportunity for the
public to spend their leisure time in the entertainment and education complex and offered
extra opportunities for schools to support the curriculum.
Total science exhibits area is 5,716 m2 . It includes science centre (5,063 m2 ), McLeod
Butterfly Gallery (92m2 ) and special exhibits-hall (667 m2 ).
Science North's special exhibits hall is the site of travelling science exhibitions and special
holiday displays, year-round. Until September 6, 2004 there is Human Machine Exhibition.
At Scie nce North, there are 84 permanent and long-term employees. There are also 118
casual, contract and hourly workers. In addition, approximately 180 volunteers give over 13
000 hours per year.
The overall budget is $13,500,000. Base operating grant from Ministry of Culture, Province
of Ontario is only 22% of total budget. Remaining 74% of revenue is made up from tickets,
retail, food, program sales, consulting sales and sponsorships. Grants and donations form 4%
of total budget.
Hence the visitors play an important role in the budget. Actual tickets’ sales from April 2003
– March 2004 were 477,887. Total attendance to the Science North was 163,451. The actual
tickets number and total attendance number is different because the actual tickets sold include
tickets for different events in science centre, for example IMAX. If a fa mily of 4 people buys
tickets for IMAX and special exhibit hall that will equal 8 tickets but only 4 in attendance. For
school children, only their attendance is counted (not number of tickets at different events).
The number of pupils who visited Science North was 37,000, which represents nearly 23% of
the total attendance. The number of tickets, which made up adult tour groups and families,
totalled 434,187.
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1.2 The Current Research
This research focused on informal learning because the science centre represents an
environment of informal study; children learn by interacting with the exhibits and
communicating with companions. Emotions, exploring and the “aha-experience” play an
important role here making the learning memorable and a motivating experience in the
science centre. The goal for the current thesis was to study pupils learning behaviours at
different exhibits. The classification of learning behaviours was taken from the previous study
of Chantal Barriault (1998) and Kristel Mõistus (2003).
Previous research conducted in this field gave rise to the following hypotheses:
?In general, pupils do not read labels.
?In most cases pupils do not use the guides’ help.
?Pupils prefer exhibits that enable a high level of interactivity.
?Pupils display more learning behaviours at exhibits that enable a high level of interactivity.

1.3 Review of Literature
1.3.1 Informal and Formal Learning
People learn for different reasons and from different sources. Two contexts that complete
each other for science learning are formal and informal learning environments. Avi Ho fstein
and Sherman Rosenfeld (1996) focused on informal science learning and examined how it can
be more integrated with formal science learning. For example, they found that informal
science learning processes offer the right opportunities for very variable learners with respect
to school curriculum (ibid.). These processes motivate people to pick up science both inside
and outside of school (ibid.). Informal learning can offer excellent support for formal
learning.
Wellington (1990) has written that the informal learning atmosphere consists of properties
like “voluntary, unstructured, non-assessed, open-ended, learner-centred and social aspects
central” – all of these factors encourage an interest in learning and inspires people to learn.
Robert Russell (2004 a) has also added that informal learning is not bounded by time limits.
Formal learning is a contrast to informal learning, it is structured, graded, time limited and
involuntary (ibid.).
In the informal environment, the learners are intrinsically motivated, which makes the subject
very meaningful for them – the last is more precious than remembering facts or the good
result of the test (the mark is an extrinsic motivator) (Ramey-Gassert, 1997). Semper (1990)
has mentioned that the curiosity of the learner, the joy of learning and the response to the
challenges are all potential motivators. The facilities of informal learning enable pupils to
observe and study natural objects, phenomena and samples in a way that books can not offer
(ibid.). For example, the informal educational expositions enable parents to learn with the cooperation of their children (Ramey-Gassert, 1997).
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1.3.2 The Alternative Learning Places
Learning can take place everywhere, in school, at work and in places of free-choice – all these
opportunities are equally essential (Falk, 2002).
Surfing the Internet, participating in book discussion groups, watching nature
documentaries on television, checking out books at the library, and visiting
museums and parks with friends and family are all examples of free-choice
learning (Dierking & Falk, 2003).
The free-choice learning sector should embrace broad educative infrastructures that help to
support learning and its continuation, offering learning opportunities about oneself, family,
community and the world to gain a better understanding (Falk, 2002). Free-choice learning is
learning that is led by the visitors’ interests and needs (Dierking & Falk, 2003). The use of
informal education is a great opportunity for life- long learning (Salmi, 2003). It is shown that
life- long learning occurs to a great extent by the free-choice sector (Falk, 2002). This plays an
important role in science education. Research has shown that the stronger the connection
between learning at school, work and free-choice facilities, the more successful is a persons’
life- long learning.

1.3.3 Science Centre as an Informal Learning Environment
Science centres provide one of the best opportunities for informal learning (Hofstein &
Rosenfeld, 1996). It is important to note that the term “science centre” is used throughout this
review to denote informal science learning environments in a generic sense, as is done by
other researchers (Ramey-Gassert, 1997). Universities and industry have a very crucial role in
forming the modern science centre (Salmi, 2003). In creating a science centre it is essential to
pay particular attention to the educational component (ibid.). For example, Finland’s largest
science centre, Heureka, co-operates with the teachers and administrators of schools on a local
and national level (ibid.). Their experiences indicate that pupils are very eager to learn in
informal environments.
Among the researchers of science education, it is well known that extracurricular activities are
an important part in supporting the formal learning process (Tunnicliffe, 1999). Science
learning in school does not take place only in the classroom. It also occurs outside of the
classroom, during visits to a science centre or museum. There are many advantages to
learning in the science centre compared with the traditional methods (Salmi, 2003; Feber,
1987). It is possible to motivate visitors and to provide them with the social experience,
improve people’s understandings and attitudes, thereby bringing on wider interest towards
science (ibid.).
Chambers (1990) has researched the exploration of new ideas or arriving at a new
understanding that is often called the “aha-experience”. Informal science environments
develop conceptual connections between science centre experiences and the everyday world,
offering “aha-experiences”, when this connection is made (Feber, 1987). Seletsky (1990) has
noted that children tend to discover the world through feeling, holding, playing and
communicating.
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Wellington (1990) observed that, in contrast to learning in the classroom, science centres
actuate children’s psychomotor skills, enabling the development of their abilities and coordination. Generally, the learning in the science centre takes place in a social context, where
learners interact spontaneously with each other, parents, teachers and the science centre’s
environment (Harte, 1989).

1.3.4 Learning Differences in School and Outside of School
Resinck (1987) pointed out learning differences in school and outside of school: learning in
the school tends to be too far from real life. It is based on symbols, separated from the actual
world’s experiences and connected less or not at all with true objects and events (ibid.). The
traditional teaching uses plenty of symbols in reading, calculation and verbal communication
(Ramey-Gassert, 1997).
Alternatively the informal science environment offers learners more direct non-verbal
experiences, objects and visual performances, instead of imparting the information through
dialogue or discussion (Beer, 1987). Different from many classrooms, informal science
learning environments present free-choice spaces, us ing all senses and socially interactive
environments that encourage experimentation (Ramey-Gassert, 1997). Exploring and
observing reinforces children’s natural interests that are based on the appropriation of the
science concepts (Bresler, 1991).
Gardner (1991) recommended that schools implement some science centre methods to
improve education. The co-operation between schools and informal science centres enables
the advancement of science literacy (Ramey-Gassert, 1997). Frank Oppenheimer (1975)
recognised the value of informal learning in promoting science education and was opposed to
the more formal presentation of science traditionally used in schools.

1.3.5 The Learning Conditions
Many researchers agree that there is a learning cycle in formal teaching environments, which
has three phases: exploration, term introduction and concept application (Marek & Cavallo,
1997). In the exploration, pupils collect data on observed science pheno mena (ibid.). In term
introduction, pupils are guided by their teacher towards compilation and representation of
their collected data (ibid.). In the third phase of concept application, children expand their
understanding and knowledge by using the principles in different contexts (ibid.).
Feher & Diamond (1990) have identified that free-choice environments, like science centres,
are also very good places to study how people learn. Research by Dierking (2002) has
indicated that a visitor’s prior knowledge, interest, expectations, motivations and sociocultural experiences are key factors for learning in the informal environment.
Grinell (1988) suggested that the enjoyment of learning should be acknowledged as the
precursor for learning (learning assumption). Perry (1993) has specified that the precondition
for learning in the science centre is a playful experience with the exhibits. The exhibits’
concepts have to be in accordance to the children’s knowledge to enable the learning (Feher,
1990).
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Learning occurs when people construct their previous knowledge and understanding with
what they know and believe (Hoffstadt, 2002). Also, classmates, environment and the
duration of time affect the learning outcomes (Dierking &Falk, 2003). Csikszentmihalyi and
Hermanson (1995) have identified that learning includes not only a person’s intellect, but
people’s emotions or feelings as well. People also learn by asking questions (Blossom, 2004).
Falk and Dierking (2000) have outlined factors that affect learning. These are divided into
three parts: personal, sociocultural and physical.
The personal context stipulates that people’s learning is self- motivated (ibid.). Visitors have
to feel free, be connected with meaningful activities and be able to control their activity and
learning. Visitors need many choices and challenges that match their skills and use current
knowledge to construct new knowledge (ibid.). Learning is aided when expectations are
realised (ibid.). Furthermore, visitors’ expectations open doors to the curiosity and desire to
explore (Blossom, 2004). In short, prior knowledge, interests and beliefs make learning highly
personal (Falk & Dierking, 2000).
The sociocultural context is apparent when social groups in the science centre share
information and beliefs, help each other understand and interpret the exhibits and experiences
(ibid.). As stated by Falk & Dierking (2000), learning is collaborative.
The physical context is also a contributing factor to learning (ibid.). Visitors feel safe,
comfortable in the science centre and they know what others expect from them, so the
learning occurs more easily and they obtain the experiences more fully (ibid.). The science
centre’s environment and exhibit design are also considered key elements of learning. First
time visitors behave differently than return visitors, because the frequent visitor is familiar
with the environment and he/she can get more benefit from the exhibits, he/she does not need
time to acclimatise (Falk & Dierking, 1992; Snyder, 2004). It is important to note that all
these three contexts are connected to each other (Falk & Dierking, 2000).

1.3.6 Science Centre Properties and Opportunities
Wellington (1990) revealed that in science centres, pupils show interest, enthusiasm,
motivation, self-confidence and sensitivity. Furthermore, pupils are generally more open and
eager to learn in science centre environments, while the classroom generally does not favour
those properties (ibid.). Csikszentmihalyi (1987) indicated that the difficult thing is to
motivate people to learn. How the information is presented is secondary because the learner
can find it anyway, no matter how hard it is. The main issue is to generate the will to learn in
pupils (ibid.).
Feber (1987) recommended that science centre visitors have to feel free and that there should
be the potential to be social and to discover something new. All these nuances are relevant for
meaningful and memorable learning (ibid.). Tuckey (1992) adds that the educational value of
interactive science centres must not be conceived in a narrow didactic way. Foremost, there
should be an assessment of their influence to enhance the motivation and benefit of social
communication (ibid.).
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Jerry Wellington (1990) has categorised the science centre’s educational aims in to three
areas: cognitive, psychomotor and affective. The cognitive area involves knowledge and
understanding. The affective area concerns interest and motivation. The development of the
affective area may lead to understanding and may contribute to the cognitive area (ibid.).
Manipulative skills are obtained by the psychomotor area, where the science centres have a
fundamental drive in making it effective with their hands-on approach (ibid.).
Visitors have to be cognitively and affectively active in the learning process to select and
organise releva nt information and to construct connections from existing knowledge (Mayer,
1992; Anthony, 1996).
It is hypothesised that the short-term affect experienced in nonformal science
learning may serve to influence cognitive learning and may initiate or reinforce
long-term affective dispositions such as sentiments, attitudes, interests, values,
and commitments (Meredith, Fortner and Mullins, 1997).
In an informal environment the affective factors are very important, which aids in the
cognitive region (Dierking & Falk, 1994).
Science centres are very popular among schoolchildren because there they can spend their
leisure time interestingly and educationally (St. John & Perry, 1993). Using alternative ways
for problem solving, changing base circumstances and observing responses, visitors see how
to obtain science principles (Greenfield, 1995). This kind of institution has a remarkable role
to play in society.
Perry (1993) has observed six factors that make up good, intrinsically motivated science
centre environments: curiosity, confidence, challenge, control, play and communication.
Curiosity – the visitor is surprised and intrigued. Confidence – the visitor has a
sense of competence. Challenge – the visitor perceives that there is something to
work toward. Control – the visitor has a sense of self-determination and control.
Play – the visitor experiences sensory enjoyment and playfulness. Communication
– the visitor engages in meaningful social interaction (Perry, 1993).
The concept for building and designing science centres exhibits plays an essential role in
educational effectiveness (Rice & Feher, 1987). There are more and more science centres in
the world that develop their exhibits to follow science principles (Tunnicliffe, 1999). Science
centres also try to show current science ideas (Hoffstadt, 2002). Science centres can invite
visitors to learn and at the same time initiate the development of the ability of scientific
thought. The employment of interactive study in science centres is significant in providing
more effective learning in science education (Greenfield, 1995).
Earlier research has revealed that people’s interest and motivation are the main reason to visit
science centres (Hoffstadt, 2002). Perry (1993) found that very often, social interaction is also
a reason for coming to the science centre. Dierking & Falk (2000) have stated that visitors
come to the science centre mainly to have fun or to learn.
The science centre is the right environment for learning for two reasons (Salmi, 2003). Firstly,
it is a place where visitors can learn science ideas while interacting with the exhibits.
Secondly, it is an environment where it is possible to gain informal science knowledge in an
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open study environment, without following strict curriculum. In the science centre, visitors
spend time reading labels, playing, experimenting with the exhibits, interacting socially,
observing phenomena and other visitors’ actions (Quin, 1990; Dierking & Falk, 1994;
Diamond, 1999).
Previous visitor observation studies have indicated that most of the participants engage in
seeking and sharing information with other visitors (Perry, 1993). At approximately age
seven, gender differences in responses to the science centre are more clear (Kremer and
Mullins, 1992). Earlier research has shown that girls prefer exhibits on human topics and boys
are more interested in exhibits of physics topics (Greenfield, 1995; Bicknell, 1997). In earlier
findings, it is reported that boys are more interested in technology than girls (Carlise, 1985).
By the age of nine, the gender differences in children’s interests and attitudes are very
apparent (Bicknell, 1997). Girls’ attitude towards science and technology is not as positive as
those of boys (ibid.). Dyamond, Goodrum and Kerr (1990) evaluated pupils and visitors to
map attitudes regarding several science exhibits in science centre. Studies showed that
attitudes towards science in grades 6-8 (age 11-13 years) are improved during the visits
(Hofstein & Rosenfeld, 1996).
In some science centres there are helpful guides, but they are not always available and visitors
might not feel comfortable asking for their help (Heard, Divall & Johnson 2000). A guide is a
person who is trained to help visitors understand the exhibits and engage visitors in the
experience (Diamond, 1999; Falk & Dierking, 2000; Snyder, 2004). Also she/he can give a
tour in a science centre, conduct and perform demonstrations (ibid.). It is therefore important
that science centres emphasise good training and education of guides (Hoffstadt, 2002).

1.3.7 Interactive Exhibits Design
Previous studies have found that both boys and girls prefer interactive exhibits (Koran,
Morrison, Lehman, Koran & Gandara, 1984). Interactive exhibits are a step beyond “handson” exhibits that require physical manipulation and experimentation (Feher, 1990). Interactive
exhibits are intended to be “minds-on” exhibits, that enable feedback to the visitors, allow
visitors to explore and control one or multiples of the variable parameters of the exhibits
(ibid.).
Elsa Feher (1990) described how interactive exhibits can be used as powerful learning tools
by running visitors through four levels: experiencing, exploring, explaining and expanding.
The first two levels involve visitors manipulating with the exhibits, seeing the parallels
between the exhibit and nature while discovering new properties of the phenomenon. Feher
(1990) described “explaining” as visitors comparing the result of the experimentation and the
expected results. Expanding is the fourth level and involves phenomena recognition in the
outside world.
Exhibitions that are physically and psychologically comfortable enable good positive
experiences (Russell, 2004 b). What is meant by a comfortable exhibition? Factors which
contribute to the comfort of an exhibit include size, lighting, temperature, functioning and
options of the exhibition (ibid.). Also, exhibits have to be easy to read and experiment with.
Exhibits have to be engaging, fun and enable many social interactions. Exhibits which
manifest those factors can promote change in visitors’ feelings and thinking (ibid.).
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Exhibit design is very important. For example, researchers have shown that girls like more
colourful exhibits (Rogers, 1995). Exhibits that are intended for kids are usually playful and
attractive, compounding children’s interest and making science learning easy and fun
(Danilov, 1986).
Also, Cartledge and Cochran (1993) have recommended the use of attractive, colourful labels
to gain children’s interest and attention. Too much information can bore visitors, so they do
not try to interact with the exhibit at all (Snyder, 2004).
It has been shown that generally most children do not read labels in the exhibits (Dierking &
Falk, 1994). Children usually try to experiment with the exhibit first and if they do not
succeed, they read the information about the exhibit (ibid.).
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2. Methodology
2.1 The Current Research
To confirm the aforementioned hypotheses and to realise the aim of the study (to determine
the existence and type of pupils’ learning behaviours at exhibits) an observation was carried
out at Science North in May and June 2004. The classification of learning behaviours used a
combination of the two classification systems from the previous study of Chantal Barriault
(1998) and Kristel Mõistus (2003).
Observation was performed at chosen exhibits in the Human Machine Exhibit Hall. The
Human Machine experience is divided into different parts: The Heart Place, The Bone Place,
The Eye Place, Genetic Traits, What Makes Your Body Tick, Medical Imaging, Sprint, Row,
The Fitness Lab and Take the Podium. Before starting to build this exhibition, Science North
carried out a subject and naming evaluation among its visitors and the topic of the human
body tested well for interest level (Appendix 1).
Pupils visiting the Human Machine exhibition come as part of school trip. As pupils begin
their visit, they are given activity sheets that they could fill out if they want during their time
in the hall (Appendix 2).
The behaviour of the 34 pupils (17 girls and 17 boys) at the science exhibition were recorded.
The pupils were 12-14 years old: from grades 6-8 in primary school. The data was collected
during a two- month period.
The current research used the covert observation. Teachers accompanying the school groups
were handed out sheets with the following information.
Dear visitor,
I am a student from a Swedish University. I am doing visitor studies for my
Master’s degree. For that, I need to conduct covert observations and interviews
with Science North visitors (Please, do not tell to the pupils). I hope you don’t
mind if I observe one of the pupils and I would be very pleased if I can interview
her/him after. Everything is absolutely anonymous. I need to mark only her/his
sex and age. NO name or addresses will be used. Thank You! Kristel Mõistus
More important details of the observed behaviours were perused through half-structured
interviews (the same 34 pupils that were observed) at the end of the observations (Appendix
3). Most of the interview questions were taken from the previous visitor studies (CoxPetersen, Marsh, Kisiel and Melber, 2003; Kristel Mõistus, 2003; Rennie and Williams,
2002).
During the interview, a recorder was used to capture the data and the interviewer made notes
during the conversation. In accordance with the rules of ethics, pupils were asked permission
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to record the conservation. Afterwards, the interview answers were typed into spreadsheet and
analysed.

2.2 Qualitative Methods
Semper (1990) has identified that sensitive and valuable learning experiences offered by
science centres are hard to document by quantitative methods. It is often suggested that
methodologies applied to more formal learning environments do not fit the informal nature of
the science centre (Hofstein & Rosenfeld, 1996).
Most common qualitative methods for gathering information are interview and observation
(Crowley, 1994-95). In the framework of qualitative research, it is possible to discover pupils’
unexpected responses and passions, when observing them in a natural environment and real
situations (Evans, 1998). Qualitative methods allow researchers to gather information and in
many ways to discover the capability of children (Anzul, Evans, King and Tellier-Robinson,
2001). Qualitative methods enable the researcher to observe, record information and analyse
interactions between people and the surrounding environment (Liebscher, 1998). Patton
(1990) emphasises that using multiple methods give different types of data which provide
validity checks within the study.

2.3 Observation
Observation gives the researcher an opportunity to gather information from direct situations
(Patton, 1990). This enables the researchers to see details, which otherwise may go unnoticed
and allows the exploration of circumstances, that participants might not talk about in an
interview (Cohen, Manion, Morrison, 2000).
In the case of traditional observation, the observer does not intervene in the study process
(Adler and Adler, 1994); the researcher does not try to manipulate the situation or subject and
does not ask questions during the observation (Cohen, Manion, Morrison, 2000). The
observer stays covert and makes notes according to the observation plan (Crowley, 1994-95).
The object of the study can be behaviour as well as interactions between exhibits and pupils.

2.3.1 Structured Observation
The current research used structured observation. The structured observation is very
systematic and allows the researcher to get numerical information (Cohen, Manion, Morrison,
2000). The role of the observer is to be passive, not obtrusive and at the same time fill in the
observation plan (ibid.). The current research used covert observation, where the participants
do not notice that they are being observed. The observer does not have any contact with the
participants. The preparation of the structured research takes a lot of time, but the analysis of
the data tends to be quick because the categories of the analysis are defined (ibid.).
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2.4 Interview Method
The interview is a social meeting which enhances the collection of information or data. Kvale
(1996) recommended that for a successful interview, the researcher should create a safe
atmosphere that promotes the participants’ free self-expression. The researcher should try to
avoid interruptions from outside. During the current research the researcher did not express
her opinions to the participants, but rather listened to the interviewee. Also, questions, which
might embarrass were avoided. The pre- mentioned is considered to be very important in an
interview (Cohen, Manion, Morrison, 2000).
The interview is one of the most important ways of gathering information about people
(Patton, 1990). The interview method enables the researcher to supply the information in a
creative, flexible and favourable way (ibid.). It is necessary to be careful that the interviewing
does not limit and avoid the person’s natural self-expression (ibid.). The interview can be a
short conversation. The researcher may take notes during the interview (Crowley, 1994-95).
One of the advantages of an interview is the opportunity to go into more depth compared to
other methods of gathering information (ibid.). The disadvantage is the possibility to dispose
to the subjectivity and to the reflection of the interviewer’s preconceptions (ibid.). Oppenheim
(1992) has noted that the responses of the interview are more valuable than written questions
because the respondents are more involved and hence more motivated.
The current research used the half-structured interview. The half-structured interview allows
the interviewer to explain the questions, ask the respondents to amplify, develop and explain
their answers (Cohen, Manion, Morrison, 2000). Hence, the interviewer can guarantee a
thoroughness and honesty that is important for successful information collection (ibid.). The
aims of the interview in this research are (ibid.):
?To control and develop hypotheses;
?To collect information;
?To save the respondent’s opinions.
Interviews occurred as open conversations that were based on the pre-determined questions
(Griffin & Symington, 1997). The purpose was to find out what for pupils paid attention of
and how they understood the exhibits (Tunnicliffe, 1999). Also the intention of the interview
was to specify the children’s interest in the exhibits (Zinicola & Devlin-Scherer, 2001).

2.4.1 Investigative Interview
The current research used also an investigative interview. The investigative interview enables
the researcher to measure what people like or dislike (opinions and prefe rences); what people
think (attitudes and beliefs) or know (knowledge and information) (Cohen, Manion, Morrison,
2000).
The investigative interview is defined as a two-person dialog (ibid.). The researcher starts
with the aim to obtain important information which meets the goals of the research. This
focuses the content to that which corresponds to the aim of the research (ibid.).
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2.4.2 Open-ended Questions
In addition to the investigative approach, the current research also used open-ended questions
which have many advantages (Cohen, Manion, Morrison, 2000). Open-ended questions
enable flexible responses and the explanation of misunderstandings. Furthermore the
interviewer can review the respondents’ beliefs and detect the undiscovered connections from
the subject’s answers (ibid.).
There is an opinion that if the aim of the question is not so apparent then this indirect
approach helps the researcher get more open and sincere answers from the subjects (ibid.).

2.4.3 Unstructured Responses
The current research used unstructured respond (Cohen, Manion, Morrison, 2000). The
advantage is that the respondents are able to give their answers in free form (ibid.). The
disadvantage is that the unstructured responses are more difficult to code than structured
responses (ibid.).

2.4.4 The Ranking Response
The current research used also a ranking response in an interview, where the respondents were
asked to rate exhibits according to their interest (Cohen, Manion, Morrison, 2000; Medied &
Oatley, 2000).

2.5 Interviewer
The interviewer has to be able to explain the questions that are relevant to the aim of the
interview and also the misunderstandings of interviewee, because one and the same question
can have different meanings for different people. Oppenheim (1992) emphasised that every
respondent should understand the question in the same way. The research in this study
followed these recommendations.
Although interview method enables the researcher to obtain information in a creative, flexible
and favourable way, the interviewer has to deal with many challenges (Crowley, 1994-95). It
is very important for the researcher to establish contact, confidence and to create a
comfortable situation for the subject (ibid.). In the current research, the interviewer tried to
guaranty this by explaining the purpose of the interview to each pupil and assuring them that
personal information would not be required.
The interviewer has to be flexible, objective, open and earnest (ibid.). The look, body
language, clothes and the le ngth of pauses may have an affect on the collected information
(ibid.). The interviewer has to avoid the creation of the stereotypes and maintain a friendly
voice while remaining diligent to the aim of the research (ibid.). The current research
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emphasised pauses and pupils had time to think over the questions, when needed the
interviewer encouraged the pupils to respond.
The interviewer has to be careful not to restrict the person’s natural self-expression (Patton,
1990), for that the current research tried to avoid the interruptions of the interviewee.

2.6 Data Analysis
The raw interview data were analysed using the clustering method for generating meaning
from a raw data set, and for making and interpreting findings (Miles & Hubermann, 1994).
The clustering is a tactic that enables the researcher to form categories - things that go
together, are like each other (ibid.). This tactic can be applied at the level of acts, sites or
whole cases. It is grouping and conceptualising things by similar patterns or characteristics
(ibid.). For example the author of the current research clustered the student’s answer as
“previous knowledge” if the answer was: “I did my last project on stars”; ”I have done some
of it before”; “I almost knew all the stuff”. Another clustering example was “positive attitude”
consisting answers like: ”I love science”; “It’s cool, fun”. The clustering method is based on
aggregation and comparison (ibid.). In using this method, it is very typical to create and use
codes (ibid.).
Clustering, like the results of other conclusion-drawing tactic, must be held lightly
in the analyst’s mind: you have to ward off premature closure (Miles &
Hubermann, 1994).
It is therefore important to check for representativeness by review the clusters more than once
and with other researchers. Three reviews of the “clusters” were conducted with an other
researcher to determine the final categories of interview data.
Another tactic used for analysing the data was the counting method. This method enables the
researcher to get info through numbers (ibid.). It is a good tactic to answer questions like: how
often, how much, how many times (ibid.).
In addition, the researcher used the method of “noting relations between variables” for
recognising things and their relationships more abstractly. This tactic allows the researcher to
see how variables relate to each other (ibid.).
For confirming findings and assessing data quality, “triangulation” was used by method, by
researcher, and by theory. For example, two data collection methods were used: observation
and interview. Furthermore, the raw data analysis was reviewed by two researchers (Barriault
and Mõistus). Lastly, research questions and hypothesis were generated by theory.
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3. Observation and Interview
3.1 Observation
Observation plans were used to track pupils’ activity in the Human Machine Exhibit Hall. The
definition of observed learning behaviours is given below.
Read label first – pupil read label before starting to experiment with the exhibit.
Experiment first – pupil experiment with the exhibit without reading the label.
Read label after – pupil read label after trying to experiment with the exhibit.
Observe others or exhibit – pupil is watching the exhibit or watching a person using the
exhibit.
Using guide – pupil is provided assistance by guide in doing the activity of the exhibit; some
information is offered to pupil by the guide.
Repeating the activity – pupil is doing the activity two or more times.
Positive emotional response – pupil is smiling, has obvious signs of enjoyment such as
laughter, eagerness to participate; excited disposition.
Acknowledged relevance – pupil makes reference to past comparable experience (in pupil’s
life) with exhibit.
Seeking and sharing information – pupil is having conversations and questions about exhibit
and related science with classmate; pupil is sharing experience and information with others by
explaining the exhibit to them.
Figure 1 shows typical data collected using the observation method. Studied exhibits labels
and pictures are found in Appendix 4.

Exhibits
Learning behaviour
Read label first

Intestine

Experiment first
Read label after
Observe others
exhibit
Using guide
Repeating activity

1

Positive emotions

or

Bone place

Heart rate
1

Grip strength

Fingerprints

2

1

1
2
4
3

How tall?
1
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Acknowledge
relevance
Seek/share info

2
3

3

4

Learning behaviour
Read label first

Pupils' react

Visual acuity

Genetic traits Height/weight

Experiment first
Read label after
Observe others
exhibit
Using guide
Repeating activity

2

1

1
2

Positive emotions
Acknowledge
relevance
Seek/share info

or 1

2
Side step test

1
1
2

3

3

2

Figure 1. Data collected on observation plan
The researcher marked the learning behaviours by numbers in observation plan to analyse the
frequency of learning behaviours. The researcher looked at the order in which pupils engaged
in various learning behaviours but no significant trend in the order was observed. Pupils
generally started with reading or doing the activity and ended with more engaging behaviours
such as seeking and sharing the information. This was not different than what was expected.
The author of the current research categorised the exhibits by interactivity level. Definitions
for different levels of interactivity are follows:
High interactivity level- involves manipulation of tools and use of surrounding environment.
Moderate interactivity level- involves manipulation of tools or use of surrounding
environment.
Low interactivity level- involves buttons pushing.
The following figure (Figure 2) gives an outline of the studied exhibits’ interactivity level.
Exhibits at observation plan
Heart rate
How tall I will be?
Genetic traits
Height/weight
Intestine
Side step test
Bone place
Grip strength
Pupils' reaction
Visual acuity
Fingerprints
Figure 2. Exhibits and their interactivity level

Exhibits interactivity level
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High
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3.2 Interview
Data collected during interviews was collated into tables for further analyses (Appendix 5).
An example of the interview data collected for one subject can be found in Figure 3.
1. Why did you choose to go to the science centre?
Answer: Have fun
2. Is science interesting for you? Why?
Answer: Yes, it teaches new things and in a fun way
3. Did the exhibits here meet your expectations? Why?
Answer: Yes, they explained easier than in other places
4. How understandable is the science in the Centre’s exhibits? Why?
Answer: Easy, we learn this stuff earlier in this year
5. Can you name 2 new things that you learned from this science centre tour?
Answer:
Fitness Lab (Exercises)- how much should people do according to their age;
Same age people are usually in same height;
6. Please name 3 exhibits that you liked most. Why did they like at most?
Answer:
1) Sprinting- how fast I can run
2) Flexibility-how flexible I am
3) Visual acuity- interesting for me
7. Is the Centre’s information useful/relevant to you? Give an example for each point.
Answer: Yes, it is useful to me
a) to help solve practical problems around the house?
Answer: Y, most of them
b) to explain how/why things happen?
Answer: Sometimes, all exhibits
c) to use in your life?
Answer: Yes, visual acuity, sprinting, biking
8. What did you like least about this floor? Why?
Answer: More explaining people-I might not understand all
9. Do you feel confident talking about scientific topics with friends/family/guides?
Answer: Yes
10. Did you have fun here? Why?
Answer: Yes, I can be with my friends, a lot to do
11. What did you like/dislike about the guide? Why?
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Answer: They didn’t explain so much
12. Why did you not read the labels before experimenting with the exhibits?
Answer: I thought I knew what to do, but I didn’t and some exhibits were familiar
from other places; I do not like to read always
13. Why did you read the labels after trying to experiment with the exhibits?
The pupil did not read the labels after, so this question was not asked
14. Is there enough explanation of the science at the exhibits for you?
Answer: Yes
15. Why did you not do the activity yourself?
The pupil did the activity
16. Did you get more interested in something after the visit? Why?
Answer: Yes, in body, 75% body is water
17. Did your attitude change towards something after the visit? Why?
Answer: Yes, everyone is different
Figure 3. Data collected with interview
All the prime interview data is found in Appendix 6.
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4. Results
This research focused on learning behaviours. The goal for the current thesis was to study
pupils learning behaviours at different exhibits. Results are presented according to the order
of learning behaviours in the observation plan and according to the hypotheses.

4.1 Read Label First
The first hypothesis was that in general pupils do not read labels. Each exhibit had a label that
described the principle of the exhibit. The aim was to find out whether pupils do read labels
before starting to experiment with exhibits and does the frequency of reading depend on the
pupil’s gender. Analysis of the data showed that less than half the pupils observed read labels
(only 41%) (Appendix 7.1). Girls read more than boys, but the difference was not significant
(girls-24 times; boys-22 times) (Appendix 7.2).
In the interview, the researcher asked pupils’ to give a reason for not reading the labels
before experimenting with the exhibits (Appendix 3). The main reason expressed by the
pupils (10 out of 32 pupils) was that they do not like to read. Some of pupils (7 out of 32
pupils) did not read the labels because they had a feeling that they knew already how to
experiment with the exhibits. Pupils said that they like to figure out for themselves how to do
the activity (6 out of 32 pupils). It is like a challenge for them.
Girls and boys gave quite similar reasons. Girls stressed that (3 out of 16 pupils) the amount
of information on the labels was too much. In addition, a few girls (2 out of 16 pupils) found
it to be not interesting to read labels. Table 4.1.1 below gives a comprehensive view of girls’
reasons for not reading the labels before starting to experiment with the exhibits.
Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=16)
Don’t like to read
5
Knew already
4
Like to figure out myself
3
Too much information
3
Not interesting
2
Table 4.1.1 Girls reasons given for not reading the labels
It is important to note that from some pupils’ answers, there were more than two recognizable
clusters while in some answers, no clusters emerged. That is the reason why the “N” is
sometimes different from the total number of respondents mentioning clusters.
In comparison with girls, some boys (2 out of 16 pupils) said that they like to do things rather
than read labels. Furthermore, two boys mentioned the significance of pictures as a reason for
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not reading the labels. Only one boy found that there was too much information to read in the
labels. The following table (Table 4.1.2) shows boys’ reasons for not reading the labels before
starting to experiment with the exhibits.
Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=16)
Don’t like to read
5
Knew already
3
Like to figure out myself
3
Like to do things
2
Only if pictures
2
Too much information
1
Table 4.1.2 Boys reasons given for not reading the labels

4.2 Experiment First
The second learning behaviour was about experimenting with the exhibit first. The researcher
observed whether pupils experiment with exhibits without reading the labels. Although Falk
(1997) has revealed that even if the label is missing from the exhibit, visitors are still able to
get the general meaning of the exhibit. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that not reading
the labels does not prevent the visitor from understanding the general meaning of the exhibit.
The current research showed that this learning behaviour was represented most frequently
(113 out of 113 observation cases) compared with other learning behaviours (Appendix 7.1).
The gender difference was not significant (girls-54 times; boys-59 times) (Appendix 7.2).

4.3 Read Label After
The third learning behaviour reflected reading the label after trying to experiment with the
exhibit. The researcher observed whether the pupil read the label after trying to experiment
with the exhibit. Hence, it can be suggested that pupils have gone more deeply into the subject
of the exhibits if they have read the labels. The analysis of the data showed that pupils read
seldom labels after experimenting with the exhibits (18 out of 113 observation cases)
(Appendix 7.1). Girls read labels as much as boys (9 times) (Appendix 7.2).
In the interview, the researcher asked pupils why they read labels after experimenting with the
exhibits (Appendix 3). The main reason given (5 out of 10 pupils) was that pupils wanted to
see whether they did right or not, they wanted to compare their previous activity with label’s
instructions and information. Some boys (2 out of 7 pupils) responded that they could not
understand what to do, so they had to read the label. Besides of that, some boys (2 out of 7
pupils) could not give the reason for their action. The following table 4.3 represents the
pupils’ reasons for reading label after trying to experiment with the exhibit.
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Clusters for girls’ answers

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=3)
2

To find out did I do right
Clusters for boys’ answers

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=7)
To find out did I do right
3
Could not understand, I had to read
2
Do not know
2
Table 4.3 Pupils’ reasons given for reading label after trying to experiment with the exhibit
It is interesting to note that pupils read labels after trying to experiment with the exhibits
about half as much as reading the labels before experimenting with the exhibits (18 out of 46
observation cases). The figure 4.3 below reflects the contrast of reading labels before and
after experimenting with the exhibits.

Pupils at Labels Reading

46
50
45
40
35
30

Counted number of
observations

18

25

Pupils

20
15
10
5
0

Read label first

Read label after

Figure 4.3 Pupils’ labels reading
In addition, the researcher asked in the interview whether there was enough explanation of the
science at the exhibits. Pupils (32 out of 34 pupils) gave positive answers, only 2 of them
found that they need more information to understand better the exhibit.

4.4 Observing Others or Exhibit
The fourth learning behaviour involves observing other visitor interacting with the exhibit or
the exhibit itself. The researcher was observed the pupil watching the exhibit or in watching a
person using the exhibit. The data analysis revealed that this learning behaviour was
represented very frequently (67 out of 113 observation cases) in the pupils’ behaviour
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(Appendix 7.1). This kind of behaviour was more typical of girls (girls-39 times; boys-28
times) (Appendix 7.2). During the interview, the researcher asked the pupils why they did not
do the activity themselves instead of observing others. The predominant reason (6 out of 12
pupils) was that pupils were not interested in all of the exhibits, some of the exhibits looked
boring to them.

4.5 Using Guide
The fifth learning behaviour represented the use of guides. The researcher was observing
whether the pupil is provided with assistance by a guide in doing the activity of the exhibit.
The second hypothesis was that in most cases pupils do not use the guides’ help. The
hypothesis was found to be substantial. In the analysis of observation plans, it became
apparent that pupils do not use guides’ very much (27 out of 113 observation cases)
(Appendix 7.1). Girls and boys asked the help of a guide almost the same number of times
(girls-13 times; boys-14 times) (Appendix 7.2). In the cases where (4 out of 34 observation
cases) pupils did ask for the guides’ help often, they would seldom read labels.
In the interview, the researcher asked the pupils what they liked or disliked about the guide.
Most of the pupils (28 out of 34 pupils) were positive about the guides. Mostly (9 out of 20
pupils) they liked that the guides were helpful. Also, pupils (7 out of 20 pupils) appreciated
the guides’ explanations. In addition, some boys (2 out of 13 pupils) were pleased with
guides’ answers to their questions. A few girls (2 out of 7 pupils) did not know whether they
liked or not the guide. The following table 4.5 presents the main reasons for liking a guide.
Clusters for girls answers
Helpful
Explain
Do not know
Clusters for boys answers
Helpful
Explain
Answer questions
Table 4.5 Reasons given for pleasant guide

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=7)
2
2
2
Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=13)
7
5
2

Few of the pupils (4 out of 34 pupils) were not satisfied with guides. Girls (3 out of 17 pupils)
criticised more than boys (1 out of 17 pupils). Mostly, they complained that guides did not
explain and help them as much and as well as they would have wanted.

4.6 Repeating the Activity
The sixth learning behaviour was about repeating the activity. The researcher observed
whether or not the pupil did the activity repeatedly (two or more times). In the analysis of the
observation plan, it appeared that pupils repeated the activity quite often (52% of cases)
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(Appendix 7.1). Boys were slightly more enthusiastic to repeat the activity than girls (girls46%; boys-54%) (Appendix 7.2).

4.7 Positive Emotional Response
Positive emotional response was the seventh learning behaviour. The researcher observed
whether the pupil was smiling, had obvious signs of enjoyment such as laughter, an eagerness
to participate or an excited disposition. The researcher did not observe pupils expressing
positive emotional response very often (22 out of 113 observation cases) (Appendix 7.1). It is
interesting to note that boys were twice as likely as girls (girls-7 times; boys-15 times) to be
obviously emotional (Appendix 7.2).
In the interview, the researcher asked from pupils whether they were having fun. All of them
answered affirmatively (34 out of 34 pupils). The researcher wanted to know the reason for
that. Girls and boys answered a bit differently from each other. The following tables 4.7.1 and
4.7.2 show the main reasons for having fun in the science centre.
Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=17)
New
7
Learning
6
Doing
5
Social interactions
3
Fun
3
Interesting
2
Different
2
Positive emotion
1
Table 4.7.1 Girls’ reasons given for having fun
Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=17)
Learning
7
Doing
4
Interesting
4
Fun
3
Explaining
2
Competition
2
New
2
Positive attitude
2
Positive emotion
1
Social interactions
1
Table 4.7.2 Boys’ reasons given for having fun
Both sexes mentioned learning as being part of the reason they are having fun (girls-6 times;
boys-7 times). In boys answers it was the most common reason given, but in girls answers it
was the second most common. Also, the “Doing” (physically engaging in an activity) was
very important in having fun (girls-5 times; boys-4 times). Many girls (7 out of 17 pupils)
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expressed that they were having fun because there were many new things in the science
centre. Only some boys (2) mentioned that factor. In addition, girls (3 out of 17 pupils)
appreciated the social interaction opportunities slightly more than boys (1 out of 17 pupils).
Some girls and boys need to be interested in exhibits in order to have fun. For boys (4 out of
17 pupils) it seems more important than for girls (2 out of 17 pupils). Unlike the girls, some
boys (2) mentioned that competition plays an important role in having fun. Also, boys (2) are
having more fun if everything is explained well. Girls (2) are having fun if there are different
things in science centre.
It appears that for pupils, education and fun are very much connected. In the interview, the
researcher asked pupils the reason for going to science centre. Both education and having fun
were represented (Appendix 5). However, the fun part was most prevalent in both sexes’
answers (25 out of 34 pupils).
The fun aspect was also the main reason given (11 out of 28 pupils) by pupils when the
researcher asked whether the exhibits here met pupil’s expectation. The tables 4.7.3 and 4.7.4
below give pupils’ reasons for exhibit’s meeting expectations.
Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=12)
Fun
3
Doing
3
New
2
Good information
2
Interesting
2
Table 4.7.3 Girls’ reasons given for exhibits’ meeting expectations
Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=16)
Fun
8
Doing
6
New
2
Good information
2
Positive emotion
2
Discover
2
Table 4.7.4 Boys’ reasons given for exhibits’ meeting expectations
Most pupils (29 out of 34 pupils) found that the exhibits met their expectations. Both, girls
and boys stressed also the fun (11 out of 28 pupils) and doing part (9 out of 28 pupils) in the
reasons why the exhibits met their expectations. In addition, some pupils (4 out of 28 pupils)
mentioned that there were new things in the science centre that they had not seen and did not
know before. Four pupils said that the exhibits gave good information. The difference
between girls and boys was not evident. Some boys (2 out of 16 pupils) expressed that they
could discover things and they got positive emotional response from the exhibits. A few girls
(2 out of 12 pupils) were pleased with the fact that the exhibits were interesting to try.
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4.8 Acknowledged Relevance
The eighth learning behaviour was concerned with acknowledged relevance. The researcher
observed whether the pupil made reference to past comparable experience in pupil’s life when
interacting with exhibit. This learning behaviour was represented least frequently (7 out of
113 observation cases) (Appendix 7.1). The researcher noticed that kind of behaviour slightly
more in boys’ (4 out of 7 observation cases) action than in girls’ (3 out of 7 observation cases)
(Appendix 7.2).
In the interview, the researcher asked from pupils whether the Centre’s information was
useful, relevant to them. For the most part, pupils (32 out of 34 pupils) gave positive answers
for that question. The researcher asked three qualifying questions concerning the previous
question.
The first qualifying question was whether the Centre’s information helped to solve practical
problems around the house. Several pupils (18 out of 34 pupils) answered positively to this
question (Appendix 5). The researcher asked to give an example for each qualifying question.
Most pupils (10 out of 17 pupils) gave different examples for first qualifying question. Three
boys gave examples about exhibits that were concerned with human height and two boys
referred to an exhibit about sprinting. In comparison, a few girls (2 out of 8 pupils) stressed
exhibits about eyes in reference to practical applications.
With second qualifying question, the researcher asked whether or not the Centre’s
information labels explained how and why things happen. Many pupils (27 out of 34 pupils)
gave positive answers. Several pupils (10 out of 26 pupils) gave different examples
(Appendix 5). Both, girls (3 out of 13 pupils) and boys (3 out of 13 pupils) mentioned
exhibits’ related to eyes. Two boys (2 out of 13 pupils) and one girl referred to exhibits about
sprinting and the heart. Five girls (5 out of 13 pupils) and one boy could not give an example
for that point, although they did believe that the Centre’s information labels explained how
and why things happen.
The last qualifying question asked whether or not pupils used the Centre’s information in their
life. Most pupils (25 out of 34 pupils) answered positively to that question. Pupils gave nine
different examples for this question (Appendix 5). Some girls and boys answers overlapped in
some areas. Pupils mentioned exhibits about eyes most frequently (6 out of 15 pupils). The
sprinting exhibit was repeated many times (5 out of 16 pupils) in pupils’ examples of using
the Centre’s information in their lives, while two boys and one girl mentioned the bones
exhibit. In three cases girls could not give an example of how the information could be used
in their life, even though they did agree that they could use the Centre’s information in their
life (Appendix 6.1).

4.9 Seeking and Sharing Information
The last and ninth learning behaviour was about seeking and sharing information. The
researcher observed whether or not the pupil had conversations and asked questions about the
exhibit and related science with classmates. This behaviour was recorded if the pupil shared
his or her experience and information with others by explaining the exhibit to them. This
learning behaviour appeared very frequently (100 out of 113 observation cases) (Appendix
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7.1). There was no difference observed in girls’ and boys’ actions, both of them seeking and
sharing the information the same number of times (50) (Appendix 7.2). Pupils could get the
information about the exhibit in different ways: reading labels, using guide, observing others
while they are doing the activity or seeking and sharing information with others. In the
analysis of data, it became apparent that pupils used mostly the “seeking and sharing
information with others ” opportunity for getting and giving the information. The figure 4.9
gives a review of used opportunities for getting information about the exhibits.

Pupils' Sources for Getting the Information

100
100
90
80
67

70

Counted number of
learning behaviour
occurence

60
50

46
Pupils

40
27

30
18

20
10
0

Read label
first

Read label
after

Observe
oth./exh.

Using guide

Seek/share
info

Figure 4.9 Pupils’ opportunities for getting the information
In the interview, the researcher asked whether the pupil felt confident in talking about
scientific topics with friends, family or guides. The majority of the pupils (30 out of 34
pupils) gave positive answers to this question. The researcher asked those four pupils who did
not feel confident talking about scientific topics why this was so. There were no overlapping
answers, but it is important to note that one boy was afraid that he wouldn’t always be right.
One girl explained that science is not her strongest side.
The researcher also asked ”How understandable is the science in the Centre’s exhibits ?”.
Most pupils (23 out of 34 pupils) found the science to be easy to understand. Two girls
expressed that some of the science in the exhibits was easy and some average. Some pupils (9
out of 34 pupils) told that the science was simply average to understand for them. The
researcher wanted to know the reason for their answers. Several pupils (9 out of 22 pupils)
said that the Centre’s science was easy because the information was accessible for them. Boys
(4 out of 13 pupils) were impressed by good instructions. The science was easy for some
pupils (6 out of 22 pupils) because they had previous knowledge about that field. In addition,
two boys stressed that the information was made accessible for all ages. The following tables
4.9.1 and 4.9.2 give a review of pupils’ reasons for finding the science easily understandable.
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Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=9)
Accessible information
5
Previous knowledge
4
Table 4.9.1 Girls reasons given for easily understandable science
Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=13)
Accessible information
4
Good instructions
4
Previous knowledge
2
Accessible information for all ages
2
Table 4.9.2 Boys reasons given for easily understandable science
The researcher asked in the interview whether science is interesting for the pupils. Most
pupils (32 out of 34 pupils) found that science is interesting for them. Further analysis of the
pupils’ answers (13 out of 30 pupils) revealed that the reason why they are interested in
science is that they have a positive attitude towards science. The opportunity to learn science
was also expressed as a reason for pupils’ science interest (10 out of 30 pupils), especially
girls. Furthermore, girls (7 out of 15 pupils) were interested in science if they had discovered
new things. The opportunity to discover new things also played an important role in science
interest for two boys. On the other hand, boys (3 out of 15 pupils) stressed more than girls (1
out of 15 pupils) that doing the activity played a role in their science interest. Both girls (2)
and boys (2) mentioned that science is interesting for them because science explains how
things work. Tables 4.9.3 and 4.9.4 below give the pupils’ main reasons for their science
interest.
Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=15)
Learning
7
New
7
Positive attitude
5
Interesting
3
How things work
2
Doing
1
Previous knowledge
1
Table 4.9.3 Girls reasons given for science interest
Clusters

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=15)
Positive attitude
8
Learning
3
Doing
3
Interesting
2
How things work
2
New
2
Table 4.9.4 Boys reasons given for science interest
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The researcher asked pupils to name 2 new things that they had learned from this science
centre tour. Almost everybody learned something new for herself or himself (Appendix 6).
Similarities in pupils answers were that several pupils said that they learned about eyes (12
out of 33 pupils) and human height (10 out of 33 pupils). Other fields in which pupils said
they learned something new include: bones, running, skin, human weight and genetic traits. In
addition, some boys said they learned about the heart (3) and the intestine (2). The tables 4.9.5
and 4.9.6 below reveal the most common fields in which pupils said they learned.
Field

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N= 16)
Eyes
6
Human height
5
Genetic traits
3
Bones
3
Skin
2
Running
2
Human weight
2
Table 4.9.5 Fields in which girls learned mostly
Field

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N= 17)
Eyes
6
Human height
5
Running
3
Heart
3
Bones
2
Intestine
2
Skin
2
Human weight
2
Genetic traits
1
Table 4.9.6 Fields in which boys learned mostly
The researcher asked in the interview whether the pupil became more interested in something
after the visit. Many pupils (27 out of 34 pupils) gave positive answers to that question. The
science centre affected some pupils’ (6 out of 27 pupils) interest in running. The main reason
given for this was that they wanted to know how fast they could run (Appendix 5).
A few pupils (3) became more interested in eyes after the visit. The reasons given by the
pupils were that it is interesting to see how eyes work and that it is a basic thing in the human
body. One girl even wanted to become a surgeon.
Three girls expressed that they became more interested in the human body and two of them in
height, because they wanted to know how tall they will be in the future. Some girls (3) did not
know in what they became more interested in.
A few boys (2) became more interested in bones because they wanted to know more about
that field. Tables 4.9.7 and 4.9.8 shows the main fields in which pupils said they became more
interested in after the visit.
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Field
Running
Human body
Human height
Eyes
Table 4.9.7 Girls’ deeper interest
Field
Running
Eyes
Bones
Table 4.9.8 Boys’ deeper interest

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=15)
4
3
2
1

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=12)
2
2
2

In the interview, the researcher asked whether or not the pupil’s attitude changed towards
something after the visit. Several pupils (16 out of 34 pupils) said that their attitude changed.
According to the pupils interviewed, the visit to the science centre’s Human Machine floor
mainly changed their (3 out of 16 pupils) attitude towards science. Pupils mentioned that
learning was the reason for their attitude change. Pupils (2 out of 16 pupils) also expressed an
attitude change towards eyes, because they wanted to see and know about eye surgeries. In
addition, two girls said that their attitude was changed towards bones after the visit saying that
they got to know a lot about that subject. The following tables 4.9.9 and 4.9.10 give a review
of the subjects towards which the pupils’ expressed an attitude change after the visit.
Subject
Science
Bones
Eyes
Table 4.9.9 Girls’ attitude change
Subject
Science
Eyes
Table 4.9.10 Boys’ attitude change

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=10)
2
2
1

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=6)
1
1

4.10 Pupils’ Favourite Exhibits
The third hypothesis was that pupils prefer exhibits that enable a high level of interactivity.
The data analysis revealed this to be the case. In the interview, the researcher asked pupils to
name 3 favourite exhibits, that they liked most. In the analysis of data, it was revealed that
pupils’ most favourite exhibits were “sprinting” (26 out of 26 cases), “visual acuity” (7 out of
26 cases), “how tall I will be?” (6 out of 26 cases) and “bone place” (6 out of 26 cases)
(Appendix 8.1). All those exhibits were judged to be highly interactive (Appendix 9).
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Girls’ favourite exhibits were “sprinting” (12 out of 12 cases), “how tall I will be” (4 out of
12 cases), “visual acuity” (3 out of 12 cases) and “treadmill” (3 out of 12 cases) (Appendix
8.2). All those exhibits were judged to be highly interactive (Appendix 9).
Some of the girls’ favourite exhibits were also favourites for boys, like the sprinting exhibit
(14 out of 14 cases). Boys (4 out of 14 cases) also liked the “visual acuity” exhibit (Appendix
8.2). The boys’ favourite exhibits also included the “bone place” (5 out of 14 cases) and
“rowing” (4 out of 14 cases) exhibits (Appendix 8.2). All those exhibits were judged to be
highly interactive (Appendix 9).
The researcher wanted to know why pupils liked those exhibits. The main reasons given by
the pupils for “sprinting” as a favourite exhibit were that pupils like to run (11 out of 26
pupils) and they like to see how fast they can run (9 out of 26 pupils). In addition, pupils (5
out of 26 pupils) appreciated the competition opportunity of that exhibit. Two girls and one
boy liked the “sprinting” exhibit because it was fun for them. The following tables 4.10.1 and
4.10.2 reflect the pupils’ reasons for most favourite “sprinting” exhibit.
Clusters for sprinting exhibit

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=12)
I like to run
5
I can see how fast I can run
4
Competition
2
Fun
2
Table 4.10.1 Girls reasons given for most favourite exhibit
Clusters for sprinting exhibit

Number of respondents
Mentioning Cluster Item (N=14)
I like to run
6
I can see how fast I can run
5
Competition
3
Interesting
1
Fun
1
Table 4.10.2 Boys reasons given for most favourite exhibit
The “visual acuity” exhibit was one of the favourite exhibits because pupils (5) were
interested in knowing how well they can see and how healthy their eyes are. Another reason
was that for some boys (2) it was a new experience and they liked it very much.
The exhibit “how tall I will be” was a favourite for some girls (2) because they could find out,
how tall they will be as adults. Also, one girl wants to grow tall, because she is short. One boy
wanted to see how tall he is for his age.
Pupils explained that the exhibits about bones were favourites, because it was interesting (2),
and they could see how many different bones humans have (2). It was possible get to know
the names of bones (1 boy), to see how they look like (1 boy) This exhibit offered multiple
choices for one girl.
The “treadmill” exhibit was a favourite to some girls, because it was fun and it enables them
to see how fast it is possible to walk, run.
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The “rowing” exhibit was one of the favourite exhibits for boys because this exhibit enables
physical activity, exercising and gives challenges for boys to try more and get better results.
In the interview, the researcher asked what did pupils like least about the floor. Almost half of
the pupils (15 out of 34 pupils) were satisfied with the Human Machine floor, they liked all in
that floor. Two pupils did not like the “balancing” exhibit because they had problems
understanding the meaning of this exhibit and another reason was that he does not like to
practise. “Eye surgery” seemed to be “gross” for two pupils; they do not like to see that kind
of thing.
A few girls (2 out of 9 pup ils) said that they did not like things where they had to read. One
girl recommended that more guides be used to better understand the exhibits. Some girls (2
out of 9 pupils) did not like the “bone place”, because they were familiar with that field
already and they did not like to see things that they had learned about before.
Two boys did not like the “visual acuity” exhibit, because one of them was not pleased with
instruction, another one did not find it to be as exciting as others. For some boy the floor was
too small; some pieces looked to be broken. Also, some boys (2 out of 10 pupils) did not like
exhibits in which they were not interested in, like the “genetic traits”, “heart rate”.

4.11 Learning Behaviours and Highly Interactive Exhibits
The last hypothesis was that pupils would display more learning behaviours at the exhibits
that enable a high level of interactivity. Data analysis does suggest this to be the case.
Consulting was done with other researchers to determine a learning behaviour’s occurrence as
significant. The researcher counted the learning behaviour as significant if the number of
observation cases displaying that learning behaviour at a particular exhibit was over 60
percent of the total number of subjects.
At the exhibit “pupil’s reaction” schoolchildren displayed most of learning behaviours (5 out
of 9 learning behaviours). Two researchers judged this exhibit to be a high level of
interactivity (Appendix 9). The following figure 4.11.1 shows pupils learning behaviours at
“pupil reaction”.
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Pupils' Learning Behaviours at Pupil's Reaction
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Figure 4.11.1 Pupils learning behaviours at “Pupil’s reaction” exhibit
The significant learning behaviours at “pupil’s reaction” were as follows: reading label first,
experimenting first with exhibit, observing others or exhibit, repeating the activity and
seeking, sharing information.
The exhibit “height and weight” revealed many learning behaviours (4 out of 9 learning
behaviours) at pupils acting, but this exhibit was evaluated as having a moderate level of
interactivity (Appendix 9). The figure 4.11.2 reflects the most significant learning behaviours
at the “height and weight” exhibit.
Most Significant Learning Behaviours at Height and Weight
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Figure 4.11.2 Pupils most significant learning behaviours at “height and weight” exhibit
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The exhibits “genetic traits” and “heart rate” reflected several significant (4 out of 9 learning
behaviours) learning behaviours in pupils’ actions. Both of them had the following significant
learning behaviours: experiment first, repeating the activity and seeking, sharing information.
The exhib its “heart rate” had significant the learning behaviours observing others or exhibit
and the exhibit “genetic traits” were significant at reading label first (Appendix 10.3 and
10.9). Both of these exhibits were rated as having moderate interactivity level (Appendix 9).
The exhibit “bone place” revealed three significant learning behaviours. This exhibit was
rated as highly interactive (Appendix 9). The figure 4.11.3 below represents the most
significant learning behaviours at “bone place” exhibit.

Most Significant Learning Behaviours at Bone Place
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Figure 4.11.3 Pupils most significant learning behaviours at “bone place” exhibit
Few significant learning behaviours (2 out of 9 learning behaviours) were displayed by pupils
in exhibits “grip strength”, “how tall I will be” and “visual acuity” (Appendix 10.4; 10.6 and
10.8). Last two exhibits were rated as highly interactive; the “grip strength” was with
moderate interactivity level (Appendix 9). All of the m showed the significant learning
behaviour seeking, sharing information. The exhibit “how tall I will be” was with strong
learning beha viour at reading label first; the exhibits “grip strength” and “visual acuity “ were
at experimenting first.
The “intestine” and “fingerprints” and “side step test” exhibits revealed only one significant
learning behavio ur (Appendix 10.1;10.5 and 10.11). Two of them (“intestine” and
“fingerprints”) were with high level of interactivity, but the “side step test” was with
moderate level of interactivity (Appendix 9). The strong learning behaviour appeared at
reading label first in exhibit “side step test”. Other two exhibits were with significant learning
behaviour in experimenting first with the exhibit.
In the analysis of the data, it became apparent that pupils did not display the significant
learning behaviours reading label after experimenting with the exhibit, positive emotions and
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acknowledged relevance. Only at one exhibit (“height and weight”) did the learning behaviour
using guide appear often.
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5. Discussion
The discussion chapter is structured according to the order of learning behaviours in the
observation plan and according to the hypotheses.

5.1 Labels Reading and Experimenting with Exhibits
One of the hypotheses was that in most cases pupils do not read labels. In the current
research, the results revealed that pupils read labels but not very widely. Girls read labels
more than boys. In the interview, from the pupils’ answers it became clear that reading labels
is not popular. Pupils do not like to read labels, they are not interested in a deep understanding
of the subject, they want to experiment quickly, to do something hands-on. It is important to
note that those pupils who read labels before experimenting with the exhibits read generally
more of text than those reading after experimenting with the exhibits. The same outcomes
were evident in the previous study of the researcher (Mõistus, 2003).
In the current research pupils said that they knew already how to use the exhibit, so they did
not have to read the labels. Other researchers have also found that most pupils do not try to
learn from the exhibits’ labels (Hofstein & Rosenfeld, 1996). It has been shown that generally
most children do not read labels in the exhibits (Dierking & Falk, 1994). Children usually try
to experiment with the exhibit first and if they do not succeed, they read the information about
the exhibit (ibid.). In the current research pupils read seldom labels after trying to experiment
with the exhibit to find out whether they did right or not. They wanted to compare their
previous activity and results with label’s instruction and information.
The conclusion is that labels do not make all of the pupils read them always, although the
labels were colourful, big and with pictures, rich of information. Pupils do not have a habit of
reading labels or it is weakly developed. It is essential to read the labels and interact with the
exhibits to deepen one’s understanding of the subject and to create the whole picture. This
arises the question of how to flatter pupils to look deeper into the subject, how to attract
enough attention towards reading labels. Some opportunities are:
•) Labels could use displays, projectors;
•) Labels could give the information through earphones.
•) Labels could use touch–screens as interactive labels.

5.2 Observing Others and Exhibit
The theory tells that people’s interests and beliefs make learning highly personal (Falk &
Dierking, 2000). The predominant reason for observing others and not doing the activity was
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that pupils were not interested in all of the exhibits, some of them looked boring to them.
Hence it is essential to study what kind of exhibits pupils do not like and what kind of exhibits
they are or not interested in.

5.3 Using Guide
The second hypothesis was that in most cases pupils do not use the guides’ help. In the
analysis it became apparent that pupils really do not use guides’ help very much. The previous
study of the researcher (Mõistus, 2003) reached the same result. The previous research
showed that girls used guides more than boys, but in the current research there was no
difference in girls or boys results.
Hence more attention should be directed towards guides` more effective working. The guides
should be more attentive and at the same time they must not become intrusive or disturbing.
They have to notice those, who could need help and support them with explanations.
The guides must understand what are the pupils interested in and smoothly create a contact,
because pupils are quite impatient and move on quickly. On the guide’s point of view it has to
be taken into account that she/he meets a large number of different classes over a short period
of time that makes the work very intense.

5.4 Repeating the Activity
Pupils repeated the activity quite often. It is important to study the reason for repeating the
activity in the further studies. The reason can be that pupils liked the exhibits very much and
they wanted to do the activity over and over to try different variables or they did not
understand how to handle the exhibit at first place.

5.5 Positive Emotional Response
In the current research pupils did not reveal very many positive emotional responses. It could
be that not all pupils express their emotions, especially introverts.
Jerry Wellington (1990) has categorised the science centre’s educational aims. One of them
concerns psychomotor area. Manipulative skills are obtained by the psychomotor area, where
the science centres have a fundamental drive in making it effective with their hands-on
approach (ibid.). The hands-on, doing factor was mentioned by pupils in reasons for having
fun in the science centre. Pupils stressed also the learning as being part of the reason they are
having fun in the science centre.
Perry (1993) has specified that the precondition for learning in the science centre is a playful
experience with the exhibits. As it came out education and fun are very much connected.
Both, fun and education were reasons given for going to the science centre, but the fun part
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was prevailing. It is very outstanding result that pupils appreciate education part, they like and
want to study. Schools should try to make learning more fun, enjoyable.
The fun and doing aspect were the main reasons given by pupils for exhibits’ expectations. As
it came out, the fun aspect was mentioned many times for reasons in different questions.
Therefore it is possible to conclude that exhibits have to be fun. Research by Dierking (2002)
has indicated that a visitor’s expectations are key factors for learning in the informal
environment. Grinell (1988) said that the enjoyment of learning should be acknowledged as
the precursor for learning (learning assumption). The current research results reflect very
much one of the Perry’s factors - play, where the visitor experiences sensory enjoyment and
playfulness.

5.6 Acknowledged Relevance
The current research showed that pupils found the Centre’s information to be useful, relevant;
they use the Centre’s information in their life. It reflects also the Hein’s constructivist’s
theory, where the learner has to make associations with what is already known in the situation
(Hein, 1998). Elsa Feher (1990) has described four levels of interactive exhibits. The last one
was “expanding”, that involves phenomena recognition in the outside world (ibid.). It has
been said that visitors have to be cognitively and affectively active in the learning process to
select and organise relevant information and to construct connections from existing
knowledge (Mayer, 1992; Anthony, 1996).

5.7 Seeking and Sha ring Information
The results of the current research showed that pupils seek and shared the information very
much. The same phenomenon was evident in the previous study of the researcher (Mõistus,
2003). Hence more collaborative exhibits should be used in order to make use of
informational aspect of social interaction. Another possibility is to put close two examples of
same exhibit.
Also other visitor’s observation studies have indicated that most of the participants engage in
seeking and sharing informa tion with other visitors (Perry, 1993). The results present Perry’s
factor of communication, where the visitor engages in meaningful social interaction (Perry,
1993). Pupils could get the information about the exhibit in different ways: reading labels,
using guide, observing others while they are doing the activity or seeking and sharing
information with others. It became apparent that pupils used mostly the “seeking and sharing
information with others ” opportunity for getting and giving the information. Hein’s
constructivist’s theory (Hein, 1998) also emphasis the possibility of socially mediated
learning.
Learning occurs when people construct their previous knowledge and understanding with
what they get to know (Hoffstadt, 2002). Dierking (2002) has told that a visitor’s prior
knowledge is a key factor for learning in the science centre. The exhibits’ concepts have to be
in accordance to the child’s knowledge to enable the learning (Feher, 1990). Accessible
information and previous knowledge were very important reasons given by pupils for easily
understandable science in the current research. Furthermore it is essential to pay attention to
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the language and explanations of the exhibits and labels. The Human Machine floor has taken
into account the Hein’s constructivist’s theory (Hein, 1998) and there were big signs in the
exhibition cell of the floor and has it come evident from the pupils’ answers that the exhibits
were understandable for everyone.
Research by Dierking (2002) has indicated that a visitor’s interest is a key factor for learning
in the informal environment. In the current research pupils expressed that the opportunity to
learn science was one reason for pupils’ science interest. In addition, pupils’ positive attitude
towards science affected their interest. Consequently the orga nizers of the exhibitions have to
study pupils’ interest of exhibits to generate more science learning amongst pupils.
One of the science centre’s educational aims concerns the cognitive area (Wellington, 1990).
The cognitive area involves knowledge and understanding (ibid.). In the results of the current
research it appeared that all pupils learned something new.
The results of the current research showed that many pupils became more interested in
sprinting after the visit. In the previous study of the researcher (Mõistus, 2003), appeared an
interest mainly towards astronomy. The astronomical lectures took place in the planetarium of
Starlab, it was like a separate environment for pupils.
The “sprinting” exhibit was also separated from the rest of floor, it was like micro
environment. It could be the case that the pupils spent time in a big and attractive
environment, and this provided the opportunity for the pupils to develop a deeper interest.
The researcher recommends to do study with exhibits of different size. It seems that pupils are
more interested in big exhibits.
Dyamond, Goodrum and Kerr (1990) evaluated pupils and visitors attitudes regarding several
science exhibits in science centre. Studies showed that attitudes towards science in grades 6-8
(age 11-13 years) are improved during the visits (Hofstein & Rosenfeld, 1996). The current
research’s results marked that pupils’ attitude changed after the visit. By the age of nine, the
gender differences in children’s interests and attitudes are very apparent (Bicknell, 1997).
Girls’ attitude towards science and technology is not as positive as those of boys (ibid.). In
this research came out that the science centre visit changed more girls’ attitude than boys’
attitude. The previous study of the researcher (Mõistus, 2003) revealed opposite result, that
the science centre did not change most pupils’ attitude.

5.8 Pupils’ Favourite Exhibits
The third hypothesis was that pupils prefer exhibits that enable high level of interactivity. In
the results, it revealed that pupils most favourite exhibits were judged to be highly interactive.
All those favourite exhibits were big in size, they took a lot of space. The previous study of
the researcher (Mõistus, 2003) revealed also that the most interesting exhibits to the pupils
were those with a high interactivity. Also these exhibits were the biggest ones in size. So it is
possible to conclude that pupils were more interested in monolithic environments, compared
to single small objects. Pupils could delve into the subject; it was like being inside of the
small world.
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The previous study of the researcher and the current research revealed that pupils do not like
boring, scary and gross things in the science centre.

5.9 Learning Behaviours and Highly Interactive Exhibits
The last hypothesis was that pupils display more learning behaviours at exhibits that enable a
high level of interactivity. The results suggest this to be the case.
Consequently the organisers of the exhibitions have to emphasise the big size and high
interactivity of exhibits.
It is very important to repeat the results in another study. The researcher recommends
studying the same learning behaviours among families or some other target group.
For the conclusion of the research, it is possible to say that the exploitation of a science centre
as a new opportunity for education assumes a very clear and versatile action in the formation
of a science exhibition to give to the pupils informal, supporting and rousing study experience
beside school-classes.
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Bugs Galore!
Come face to face with live exotic bugs from all over the world. Meet spiders, beetles,
centipedes, butterflies and lots of other bugs in all their splendour. Take in a multimedia
theatre show in which outstanding bugs from across the globe are recognized for their
amazing feats. Enjoy presentations and workshops from bug experts. Learn about what makes
an insect an insect, and how they are essential to maintaining the balance of nature. Whether
you love them or hate them, bugs are a big part of the world we live in.
? Very interested
? Would visit

? Interested
? Would not visit

? Not interested
Why not?

Our Canada
Our Canada is an exhibit that looks at Canada and celebrates this country. It’s a bird’s eye
view from space, celebrating the physical nature of the land and the Canadian ingenuity that
allows us to harness the power, live with the land, cross great distances, and view ourselves
from space. It is a celebration of us. It’s a fun look at the wonderful land we live in.
? Very interested
? Would visit

? Interested
? Would not visit

? Not interested
Why not?

Grossology
It’s Science of Really Gross Things! Sometimes it’s stinky. Sometimes it’s crusty. Sometimes
it’s slimy. But hey, it’s your body. Learn all about sweat, vomit, boogers, stinky feet, and
more!
? Very interested
? Would visit

? Interested
? Would not visit

? Not interested
Why not?

Lego Science
Use Lego to explore physics, technology, and engineering! Build a bridge and test its
strength. Make a stop- motion movie using a computerized video system and Lego
construction sets. Build cars and other vehicles to race against your friends, using gravity as
your power source. Build and program a Lego robot. Check out a collection of huge Lego
models. There will be a make-and-take zone so that you can purchase your creation after you
have built it, if you wish to take it home. A Duplo centre will be available for toddlers and
tykes.
? Very interested
? Would visit

? Interested
? Would not visit

Suggestions for other Events or Comments

? Not interested
Why not?
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Appendix 3
Interview Questions
1. Why did you choose to go to the science centre?
a) Have fun b) Education
2. Is science interesting for you?
Why?
3. Did the exhibits here meet your expectations?
Why?
4. How understandable is the science in the Centre’s exhibits? Why?
a) easy b) average c) hard d) not understandable at all
5. Can you name 2 new things that you learned from this science centre tour?
6. Please name 3 exhibits that you liked most.
Why did they like at most?
7. Is the Centre’s information useful/relevant to you? Give an example for each point.
a) to help solve practical problems around the house;
b) to explain how/why things happen;
c) to use in your life.
8. What did you like least about this floor? Why?
9. Do you feel confident talking about scientific topics with friends/family/guides?
Why not, if the answer was NO?
10. Did you have fun here?
Why?
11. What did you like/dislike about the guide?
Why?
12. Why did you not read the labels before experimenting with the exhibits?
13. Why did you read the labels after trying to experiment with the exhibits?
14. Is there enough explanation of the science at the exhibits for you?
Why not, if the answer was NO?
15. Why did you not do the activity yourself?
16. Did you get more interested in something after the visit?
Why?
17. Did your attitude change towards something after the visit? Why?
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Appendix 4
Exhibits’ Labels and Pictures
A 4.1.1 Exhibit “Intestine” Label
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A 4.1.2 Exhibit “Intestine” Picture
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A 4.2.1 Exhibit “Bone Place” Label
BONE COMPUTER QUIZ
71. How many bones make up the adult skeleton?
A. 86
? B. 128
? C. 206
D. 400
Answer. C. 206
The adult skeleton typically contains 206 separate bones. This number can vary because
some people might have extra bones such as a pair of extra ribs. A baby has close to 300
bones when it is born, which eventually fuse to 206 by the age of 20.

72. How many bones make up your arm?
A. 8
B. 4
C. 2
D. 3
Answer. D. 3
The arm is made up of 3 bones. The bone in the upper arm is called the humerus and the
bones in the forearm are called the ulna and radius. The radius is located on the thumb side
and the ulna is located on the little finger side.
73. What bones make up the knee joint?
A. Femur, fibula and tibia
B. Patella, ulna and femur
C. Femur and scapula
D. Patella, femur and tibia
Answer. D. Patella, femur and tibia
The knee joint is the largest and most complex joint in the human body and is formed by the
patella, femur and tibia.
74. What is the purpose of the rib cage?
A. Protect your stomach
B. Provide a place for your lungs to attach
C. Protect your heart and lungs
D. Allows you to stand up straight
Answer. C. Protect your heart and lungs
The function of the rib cage is to provide protection to your heart and lungs. The ribs are
attached to the chest bone (sternum) by cartilage that allows the rib cage to expand during
breathing.
75. What is the “funny” bone really called?
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A. Ulna
B. Comedian
C. Femur
D. Humerus
Answer. D. Humerus
The name for your funny bone is the humerus, which is located in the upper arm. When you
hit your funny bone you are not actually hitting the bone, you press the ulna nerve into the
bone giving you that “funny” tingle.
76. What is the center of your bones filled with?
A. Calcium
B. Air
C. Bone marrow
D. Jell-O
Answer. C. Bone Marrow
Bone marrow is a specialized soft, connective tissue that is found in the center of long bones.
The function of bone marrow is in the production of blood cells.
77. What is Osteoporosis?
A. A vitamin you take to keep your bones healthy.
B. Title given to the specialist that places casts on broken bones
C. A bone disease.
D. The technical name for a broken bone.
Answer. C. A bone disease
Osteoporosis is a bone disease tha t results in a decrease of bone mass. The bones become
porous, brittle, and fragile, fracturing easily under stress.

78. Which of the following is not a function of bones?
A. Support
B. Blood cell formation
C. Protection
D. Respiration
Answer. D. Respiratio n
Bones perform 5 functions in the body:
? Bones provide the supporting framework of the body.
? Bones protect vital organs.
? Bones allowing for movement.
? Bones store minerals such as calcium and phosphorus.
? Blood cell formation known as hematopoiesis is a vital process carried out by red bone
marrow located in the center of bone.
79. Your spine is made up of one long bone.
A. True
B. False
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Answer: B. False
Your spine is made up of 24 separate vertebrae, plus the sacrum and coccyx.
80. The study of bones is called?
A. Osteology
B. Orthopedology
C. Skeletology
D. Physiology
Answer. A. Osteology
The study of bones is called Osteology “Osteo- ” refers to bone and “- logy” means study of.

A 4.2.2 Exhibit “Bone Place” Picture
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A 4.3.1 Exhibit “Heart Rate” Label
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A 4.3.2 Exhibit “Heart Rate” Picture
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A 4.4.1 Exhibit “Grip Strength” Label
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A 4.4.2 Exhibit “Grip Strength” Picture
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A 4.5.1 Exhibit “Fingerprints” Label
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A 4.5.2 Exhibit “Fingerprints” Picture
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A 4.6.1 Exhibit “How Tall Will You Be” Label
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A 4.6.2 Exhibit “How Tall Will You Be” Picture
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A 4.7.1 Exhibit “Pupils Reaction” Label
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A 4.7.2 Exhibit “Pupils Reaction” Picture
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A 4.8.1 Exhibit “Visual Acuity” Label
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A 4.8.2 Exhibit “Visual Acuity” Picture
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A 4.9.1 Exhibit “Genetic Traits” Label
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A 4.9.2 Exhibit “Genetic Traits” Label
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A 4.9.3 Exhibit “Genetic Traits” Picture
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A 4.10.1 Exhibit “Height &Weight” Label
Measure Your Height and Weight
1. Stand on the footprints
2. Press the red button to start. Stand still and straight until the beeping stops.
3. Pick up your results.

A 4.10.2 Exhibit “Height & Weight” Picture
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A 4.11.1 Exhibit “Side Step Test” Label
Side Step Test
The test measures the fitness of your anaerobic energy system.
This test last for 1 minute and involves jumping side to side in a set pattern.
Stand on the centre line. Jump to the left marker-Jump back to centre-Jump to the right
marker-Jump back to centre. This counts as 1 cycle.
Jump continuously side to side in this manner. Have a partner count your number of cycles in
one minute. Check your score on the chart.
Number of cycles in 1 minute.
Female:
Very good
> 41

Average
34-41

Try again
< 34

Average
38-45

Try again
< 38

Male:
Very good
> 45

A 4.11.2 Exhibit “Side Step Test” Picture
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Appendix 5
Pupils’ Collated Interview Answers
A 5.1 Girls’ Collated Interview Answers
The explanations of signs are following:
“X”- means the frequency of responses.
Exhibits names are written in italic
(Number of interviewed girls is 17)
1. Why did you choose to go to the science centre?
Have fun-12x
Lot of places;
Interesting;
Education-5x
I learn stuff;
To see something new;
I learn different things;
I like to learn new things;
2. Is science interesting for you?
Yes-12x; Sometimes-3x; Sort of-1x; Quite-1x;
Why?
I learn a lot;
To see how things work, new things;
It teaches new things and in a fun way;
I like some stuff;
It’s fun, a lot to do;
I learn new stuff;
Don’t know reason-2x;
New things all the time, better than something else;
I like to know how things work, what they mean;
I learn things that I did not know before;
It can teach a lot of cool things;
Interesting facts that I have not heard about;
Some stuff is interesting;
I did my last project on stars;
It’s interesting;
I learn new stuff;
3. Did the exhibits here meet your expectations?
Yes-11x; No-3x; Don’t know-1x; Some of them-2x;
Why?
They explained easier than in other places;
Most of the stuff is for younger kids, but they have good meaning;
Showed stuff I did not know before, it was fun;
They all are cool, fun to play;
They are fun, give information;
Don’t know reason;
Good technology, nice descriptions, I like adults things;
Everything was new, I did not know how to do surgeries;
Interesting, learning about human body;
I like to race;
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Don’t know reason;
They are interesting to try;
I didn’t expect that;
4. How understandable is the science in the Centre’s exhibits? Why?
Easy-10x
They put the info on their own words;
We learned this stuff earlier in this year;
I knew some of it already
I like science;
It’s explained clearly;
Good way how info was put, lot of examples;
They explain good, step by step;
I know a lot about that field;
I understood it well;
Some easy, some average-2x
Some things I am good at, others things I need to work at;
Don’t know reason;
Average-5x
Some were hard to understand, like the balance;
Some stuff I didn’t know, most of it I understood;
Some stuff hard to understand;
Do not know reason;
Some were harder than others, some easier;
5. Is the Centre’s information useful/relevant to you?
Yes-16x, Not really-1x;
I am learning this stuff at school and here I get more info about that;
Some parts;
5a) to help solve practical problems around the house?
Yes-4x; Sort of-2x; Sometimes-2x; Don’t know-3x; No-4x; Not really-1x; Maybe-1x;
Examples
Treadmill -you get fit, stronger;
All exhibits;
No example;
Bone place;
Visual acuity;
Eye place-I have eye problems;
Skin-I put one certain location in my body;
Sprinting;
5b) to explain how/why things happen?
Yes-13x; Maybe-1x; Don’t know-2x; Not really-1x;
Examples
Eye-ball model, all the things, boxing;
Balance-it helps to understand gravity;
Heart place-shows how your heart flash;
Most of them;
No example-5x;
All descriptions, labels;
Eye place;
Skin;
Eye-ball model;
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5c) to use in your life?
Yes-11x; Sometimes-2x; No-4x;
Examples
Eye place, treadmill;
How fast I can skip, you can use it in the games;
Visual acuity, Sprinting, Biking;
Boxing movies;
Visual acuity- it shows how good it is;
Bone place;
Sprinting-I learn how fast I can run, I can compete others;
Skin - see what happens to your skin;
Visual Acuity;
Heart place;
No example-3x;
6. What did you like least about this floor?
All liked-8x; Don’t’ know-1x;
Didn’t like -9x;
Bone place- some parts I learned it already at school;
More explaining people-I might not understand all;
Some things are hard to understand (for example the medical image-X-rays);
Balance-hard, I don’t like practice;
Reading stuff;
Skeleton -we all know how it looks like;
Videos -some were kind of weird;
Things where I had to read;
Eye surgery-gross, I don’t like to see that kind of stuff;
7. Do you feel confident talking about scientific topics with friends/family/guides?
Yes-14x; Mostly-1x; Sometimes-1x; Not really-1x;
It’s not my strongest sides;
8. Did you have fun here?
Yes-17x
Why?
Stuff that I have not seen before, I like to try;
Lot of places to go and see;
I can be with my friends, a lot to do;
My friends are with me;
Here were different, new things;
It gives me more opportunities to learn things and fun place to be;
Here is new stuff to do, fun;
It was fun;
I learn new things, all interesting;
Lot to do;
I can learn stuff with my friends, discuss things;
It’s amazing, every time I learn new stuff;
Lot of activities, info about myself;
I learned a lot new stuff that I didn’t know;
Educational;
It’s different, I never haven’t been here;
It’s interesting;
9. What did you like/dislike about the guide?
All liked-12x; Didn’t talk with them-1x; Don’t know-2x;
Friendly, give a lot of info;
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They helped me out;
They are helpful;
Explain stuff;
They are easy to talk to;
They explained things;
They were nice, kind;
Didn’t like -3x;
They didn’t explain so much;
Some might not able to get help, because they are too busy with other people;
Sometimes don’t explain very well;

10. Why did you not read the labels before experimenting with the exhibits?
Lot of info, it’s fun to see, what the activity is, also too small letters;
I knew already how to do activity, sometimes I don’t like to read;
I thought I knew what to do, but I didn’t and some exhibits were familiar from other places, I do not like to
read always;
I always try to figure out my own first, it’s like challenge for me;
I already knew some of it, how to do it, sometimes there were too much to read;
I didn’t think they are useful for me;
Sometimes I already knew how to do it;
Labels are long, they didn’t seems that interesting;
Sometimes too much information;
I looked around;
Some exhibits were more interesting and so I wanted to experiment quickly;
Don’t know, I want to do all activities;
I don’t like to read;
I just want to try first;
I don’t like to read;
I want to look at the stuff, I don’t enjoy reading stuff, I like to figure out myself first;
11. Why did you read the labels after trying to experiment with the exhibits?
Just in case;
To see did I do right;
To compare what I figured out with labels;
12. Is there enough explanation of the science at the exhibits for you?
Yes-16x; Sometimes don’t have enough-1x, like the Side step test;
They talk about every section of your body, good info;
13. Why did not you do the activity yourself?
Some places were lot of people at it, no room for others, too crowded, there should be two samples of some
stuff;
I don’t know;
Some of it looked boring;
Some I like to try more than others;
I didn’t feel like doing it always;
Some exhibits were not so interesting;
Balance exhibit was boring, not interesting;
I was not interested in everything;
14. Did you get more interested in something after the visit?
Yes-13x; Sort of-2x; Not really-1x; No-1x;
In eyes-thanks to eye ball model I want to be a surgeon;
In height-how tall I will be about a year;
In body-75% body is water;
Do not know in what-3x;
In health issues, what is inside body, for example how long is my intestine;
In human body-I didn’t know what is inside of me;
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In skin-interesting, different info, what happen with your skin when it gets bacteria, how to take care;
In running-I didn’t know that I could run so fast;
In running-I can compete with other people;
In running-how fast I can run;
In running-I used to have the treadmill at home, but my brother broke it
In human height;
In human body;
15. Did your attitude change towards something after the visit?
Yes-7x; Not really-1x; I don’t think so-1x;I don’t know, it might have and might not-1x; Kind of-1x; No4x; I don’t know-1x; Some-1x;
I learned more ;
Towards rowing- it helps me to get fit;
Towards bones - I can look back always;
Everyone is different;
Towards science-it’s interesting;
Towards science-it can be fun, it’s cool to know all that stuff;
Don’t know towards what;
Towards eyes, surgeries-it was interesting;
Towards running;
Towards bones -I didn’t know much about it;

A 5.2 Boys’ Collated Interview Answers
(Number of interviewed boys is 17)
1. Why did you choose to go to the science centre?
Have fun-13x
Because of the interactivities;
Exciting, hang around with my friends;
New stuff;

Education-4x
I like to do something new;
I am interested in science;
2. Is science interesting for you?
Yes-13x, Some areas-1x; Not really-1x; No-1x; Sometimes-1x;
Why?
I learn stuff;
I love science, specially physics;
Stuff that is explained, a lot of things I do not know about;
Self-interest, I get to learn things;
It’s cool, I learn about stuff;
I find new stuff all the time;
Lots to do, interesting;
If we wouldn’t have science then we wouldn’t have all that what we have now, also I like to know how
body works;
Science is cool, fun;
I like it;
I am curious about science;
I like to figure out things;
I like building, it is fun;
Lot of stuff to do, it can be boring sometimes or interesting;
It’s fun;
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I’m not that kind of type, I’m more athletic;
I do not like to study physics;
3. Did the exhibits here meet your expectations?
Yes-15x; Not really-1x; Mostly-1x;
Why?
Exhibits are exciting, fun;
They are fascinating, I haven’t seen something like that no where else;
Lot of things to find;
They all make it fun, let you discover yourself what that means;
I thought that I knew about all, but no, I found out more here;
They are very good, fun;
Action things, moving things;
Some are athletic exhibits;
Great details, pictures, many different things;
A lot of stuff;
They are fun and also very informative;
They were fun, get to do all the stuff yourself;
All what I did was fun. A lot of exercising and running;
These exhibits are fun;
I am athletic and I like to do that kind of things;
I am athletic and I like sport, they are fun;
I did not expect it to be here;
4. How understandable is the science in the Centre’s exhibits? Why?
Easy-13x
I do not know reason, it just is;
Made so that all age-groups can understand;
I almost knew all the stuff;
Explained in a good way, not complicated words;
The language they used was easy;
I am able to understand what all of that stuff means;
The way how info has set up and you can find your way around;
Good explanations;
Good instructions how to use exhibits, they are very straight forward;
They make it easy even for young kids;
They tell you what you have to do;
Explained well what to do;
I have done some of it before;
Average-4x
They could be more easier or harder;
If it is too hard then I won’t be able to understand;
Thanks to my teacher I knew half of it;
Some stuff I have done before;
5. Is the Centre’s information useful/relevant to you?
Yes-14x; No-1x; Sometimes-1x; Some of it-1x;
I use it later on;
5a) to help solve practical problems around the house?
Yes-9x; No-5x; I don’t know-1x; Not really -2x;
Examples
No examples;
Sprinting;
When I am tall then I can crab things;
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Bone place;
Grip strength;
Fitness lab, treadmill;
Sprinting-because I run in my house all the time;
Height/weight exhibit;
How tall I will be;
5b) to explain how/why things happen?
Yes-13x; No-3x; Don’t know-1x;
Examples
Olympic station-they assumed that we knew that, but we did not;
Bone place-give info how they spring together;
Muscle guide (build board)- about different muscles in our body, we can know which muscles we use
during the activity;
How heart works;
Bone place;
Sprinting;
Intestine, most exhibits, how my body works;
No examples;
Eye surgery- how they did it;
Eye works, heart place;
Smile and frown;
Sprinting;
Visual acuity;

5c) to use in your life?
Yes-12x; Not a lot-2x; No-1x; Not really-1x; I am not sure-1x;
Examples
Bone place-if you want to be a teacher you can talk about bones;
Visual acuity-then I know do I need classes or not;
This place tells you, with which muscles to exercise and how to do it, I can know how to exercise myself;
Bone place;
Sprinting-2x;
Most stuff about body;
Later all those exhibits;
Could help you decide what job you want;
Visual acuity- how far I can see, read;
Smile and frown- shows which muscles I use;
Sprinting- I play soccer;
6. What did you like least about this floor?
All liked-7x;
Didn’t like -10x;
Some pieces looked to be broken;
A bit small;
Skipping- I don’t like to skip;
Skin-it’s gross;
Genetic traits -doesn’t seem that interesting;
Visual acuity -instruction is not well explained;
Visual acuity-it was not so exciting as others;
Balancing -I do not understand how it helps;
Eye surgery- it is gross;
Heart rate-boring;
7. Do you feel confident talking about scientific topics with friends/family/guides?
Yes-12x; Yes and No-1x; No-3x; Sometimes-1x;
Do not know the reason;
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My parents aren’t interested in science, they do not have that kind of background;
I am afraid am I always right or not;

8. Did you have fun here?
Yes-17x
Why?
I learn stuff;
I learn new stuff;
I could do interactive, hands-on things;
I got to know about myself;
I can race against my friends, I can spend time with my friends, be fun;
A lot of interesting things;
Lot of stuff to do, interesting;
It’s exciting;
It explains about many subjects;
Science is really interesting and fun;
Better than school, I learn stuff;
I learned a lot;
Very exciting activities here;
I learned new things, what I didn’t know, they are interesting;
I like to compete;
Good place to learn, they explain well how and why things happened;
Lot of fun stuff, about sport and I like sport;
9. What did you like/dislike about the guide?
All liked-16x;
All helpful, answer all the questions;
They explained well;
They helped us, they supervised us a lot, they kept us safe;
They give info, say what to do, explain well;
They tell you where you are;
They explained a lot of stuff, they very polite also;
Help with everything;
Explain carefully how to use exhibit;
They help you, explain deeply;
They help you understand things;
They answered to questions;
They are nice, helpful;
They helped me;
Didn’t like -1x;
They didn’t talk much, didn’t help so much;
10. Why did you not read the labels before experimenting with the exhibits?
I do not like to read;
I like to do things rather than read;
I thought it was simple enough to just do it;
I want to find out what’s on the rest of the floor, boring stuff I skipped;
I like to teach myself, I want to find out, figure things myself. Sometimes I don’t like to read so much. I
read usually if there is interesting picture;
I wanted to see can I figure out it;
I really don’t like to read;
I had that kind of feeling how to do it;
I don’t like to read, sometimes too much words, I may not understand all of that;
I knew already;
I can tell, see how to use exhibit already or it takes too much;
Exhibits looked fun, I like to read mostly;
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If the info was presented by pictures, it was easy to understand;
It looked fun, then I tried out and others told also did you do right or wrong;
I don’t look labels when I am here, I just want to push button, to do things;
I don’t really like to read;
11. Why did you read the labels after trying to experiment with the exhibits?
To see did I do it properly. Also I didn’t understand at first, so I had to read;
To find out did I do right;
I like to look pictures first;
Do not know-2x;
I could not understand what to do and so I had to read the label;
I wanted to see did I do right or not;
12. Is there enough explanation of the science at the exhibits for you?
Yes-16x; No-1x;
I need more information, so I can understand it better;
13. Why did not you do the activity yourself?
I didn’t feel doing that at first, but then my friends told me to do it;
I did not know what to do;
I am not interested in all of the exhibits;
Some didn’t look interesting;
14. Did you get more interested in something after the visit?
Yes-12x; No-5x;
In bones-I learn stuff, like how many bones are in your body;
In running-it shows everything interesting way;
In exercis ing- I am not very slick guy, I do not play a lot of sport, but when I saw that if I do not work out,
then my muscles will atrophy, I want to keep myself healthy;
In running-I am the fastest runner at school;
In grip strength-to see what body does;
In athletic ability-it explained a lot about me, exciting;
In bones-I don’t know about my bones, but now I want to know more;
In eyes-basic thing in your body, you can see throw them;
In heart-interesting, want to learn more about that;
In eyes-how they work, interesting for me;
In engines-motors-they are interesting and also how things work;
In sprinting-I like running;
15. Did your attitude change towards something after the visit?
Yes-6x; No-8x; Not really-2x; I don’t think so-1x;
I want to be more fit and do more fitness activities;
I have more respect towards science for now;
Towards grip strength-to get better;
Towards eyes, how they did surgery;
Towards science-I learned it;
How I should take care of my body;
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Appendix 6
Raw Interview Data
A 6.1 Girls’ Interview Answers
The explanations of signs are following:
“G”- means girl.
“B”- means boy.
“Y”- means yes.
“N”- means no.
“- “ means, that the researcher did not ask the question because the pupil did not read the
labels after trying to experiment with the exhibits.
“+” means, that the researcher did not ask the question because that pupils did the activity.
Exhibits names are written in italic
Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason
Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?

Nr.1/G/6/11
Because class went
Y, new things all the
time, better than
something else
Y

Nr.2/G/6/11
Interesting, fun
Y, I like to know how
things work, what they
mean
Y, I like adults things,
good technology, nice
descriptions
Easy, good way how
info was put, lot of
examples
1. How many bones are
in spine
2. How weight should
be the backpack
1. Sprinting-I like to run
2. Heart rate-interesting

Nr.6/G/7/12
Class, family, fun
Y, inter. facts that I have
not heard about

How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?

Average, some stuff
hard to understand

Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite. Why did they
like at most?

1. How tall I will be?-I
can see how tall I will
be in future
2. Human sounds-I hear
different human sounds
3. Genetic traits- good,
easy leading questions

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Y
Not really; NO
Y
examples,
Y
reasons

Y
N,
Y
Y

All interesting, good
Y
Y, all interest., every
time I learn new things
Do not know
Do not know, I want to

All liked
Y
Y, lot of things to do

Y
Y, eye place-I have eye
problems
Y, eye place
Y, no example
All liked
Y
Y, amazing, every time I
learn new stuff
All liked
Mostly read info,

Didn’t like the floor
Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not
Why didn’t read the

1. How much I weigh
2. How tall I am now
and in the future

NO
examples

All liked
-

Y, everything was new, I
did not know about how to
do surgeries
Easy, they explain good,
step by step
1. Eye place-how to fix
eyes
2. Genetic traits-about my
ears, what kind they are
1. Genetic traits-it shows
what type of body I have
2. Eye place-surgeries
3. Heart rate-I did not
know that I have so fast
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label first?

do all activities

Why read after?
Science explanation

Y

Y

Didn’t do activity
Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?
Attitude changed?

+
N

Do not know

+
Y, in running-I liked it, I
didn’t know that I could
run so fast
Y, towards running

Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason
Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?

Nr.8/G/7/12
School, fun
Sort of, it can teach a lot
of cool things

Nr.11/G/7/12
Fun
Y, it teaches new things
and in a fun way

Nr.12/G/7/13
Education
Y, I learn things that I did
not know before

Yes, interesting,
learning about human
body
Average, do not know
reason

Y, they explained easier
than in other places

Y, do not reason

Easy, we learn this stuff
earlier in this year

Average, some were harder
than others, some easier

1. Pupil’s react-I did not
know that before
2. How much skin I can
loose in a year

1. Fitness Lab
(Exe rcises)-how mu ch
should people exercise
according to their age;
2. Same age people are
usually in same height
1. Sprinting-how fast I
can run
2. Flexibility-how
flexible I am
3. Visual acuityinteresting for me
Y
sometimes, all exhibits
Y, most of them
Y, visual acuity,
sprinting, biking

I do not know

More explaining peopleI might not understand
all
Y
Y, I can be with my
friends, a lot to do
They didn’t explain so
much
I thought I knew what to
do, but I didn’t and
some exhibits were
familiar from other
places; I do not like to
read always
Y

Videos-some were kind of
weird

How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?

Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite. Why did they
like at most?

1. Skin-I did not know
that I loose so much skin
2. Spiral centreinteresting

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Y
Sort of, skin-I put a one
certain location in my
body
Y, skin
Y, skin-see what
happens to your skin
Skeleton-we all know
how it looks like

Didn’t like the floor

Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not

Y
Y, lot of activities; info
about myself
All liked

Why didn’t read the
label first?

I looked around

Why read after?
Science explanation

Y, they talk about every
section of your body,

sometimes too much
information
Y, a lot of hands-on
sections
+
Y, in running-how fast I
can run
Y, towards eyes, surgeriesit was interesting

1. Sprinting-it was very fun

Y
I don’t know
I don’t know
Y, sprinting-I learn how
fast I can run, I can
compete others

Sometimes
Y, learn stuff with my
friends, discuss things
All liked
Some exhibits were more
interesting and so I wanted
to experiment quickly

Y
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Didn’t do activity
Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?

Attitude changed?

Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason
Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?
How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?

Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite. Why did they
like at most?

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Didn’t like the floor
Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not
Why didn’t read the
label first?

Why read after?
Science explanation
Didn’t do activity

good info
Balance exhibit was
boring, not interest.
Y, in skin-interesting,
different info, what
happen with your skin
when it gets bacteria,
how to take care
Some, do not know
towards what

+
Y, in body-75% body is
water

Some exhibits were not so
interesting
Y, in running-I can
compete with other people

Y, everyone is different

N

Nr.14/G/8/14
Education, I learn
different things
Y, do not know reason

Nr.15/G/6/11
Fun, lots of places

Nr.17/G/7/13
Education, to see
something new
Y, to see how things work,
new things

Y, showed stuff I did
not know before, it was
fun
Easy, I knew some of it
already

N, here is lot of reading
things, I like to do
things
Easy, they put the info
on their own words

1. Standing long jump -I
didn’t know that I can
jump so far
2. Visual acuity-I have
very good eye sight
1. Height/weight-it
showed how tall I am
2. Sprinting-how fast I
can run
3. Standing long jumphow far I can jump

1. People can correct
eyes by lazier
2. Rowing machine
helps you to get fit

Y, most of the stuff is for
younger kids, but they have
good meaning
Average, some stuff I
didn’t know, most of it I
understood
1.Bone place-how many
bones are in spine
2. Genetic traits-what is
more common

1. Sprinting-I can see
how fast I run and I can
compete others
2. Treadmill-it’s fun to
see how fast you can get
3. Eye surgery moviehow people do it, how
they correct eyes

1. Balance-fun, difficult to
get balance
2. Colour vision-unique, in
between hard and easy, I
can see how the brain
works
3. Bone place-in bone quiz
were multiple choices

Y
I do not know
Y, heart place-shows
how your heart flash
Y, visual acuity-it shows
how good it is
All liked
Y
Y, here were different,
new things
I didn’t get to talk with
them
I already knew some of
it, how to do it;
sometimes there were
too much to read
Y

Y
Y, treadmill-you get fit,
stronger
Y, eye ball model, all
the things, boxing
Y, eye place, treadmill
All liked
Y
Y, lot of places to go
and see
All liked, friendly, give
a lot of info
Lot of info, it’s fun to
see, what the activity is,
also too small letters

Y
Sort of, sometimes, no
example
Y, balance-it helps to
understand gravity
Sometimes, boxing movies
All liked
Mostly
Y, my friends are with me

Y

Y

Some of it looked
boring

Some places were lot of
people at it, no room for
others, too crowded,

+

Y, I learn a lot

They are helpful
I always try to figure out
my own first, it’s like
challenge for me
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Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?
Attitude changed?

Y, do not know reason
and in what

Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason

Nr.18/G/6/12
Education, I learn stuff

Is science interesting for
you?
Why?

Sometimes yes,
sometimes no, I like
some stuff, to estimate
my heart beat
Don’t know

Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?
How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?
Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite. Why did they
like at most?

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Didn’t like the floor

Not really

Average, some were
hard to understand, like
the balance
1. How tall I will be in a
year.
2. How can you weigh
yourself
1. Sprinting- I like sport,
running.
2. Skipping-I can see
how fast I can skip, I am
energetic
3. Visual acuity- I like to
know how far I can see
without using my
classes
Y, some parts
I don’t know
Maybe
Y, skipping-how fast I
can skip, you can use it
in the games
Bones-some parts I learn
it already at school

Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?

Y
Y, stuff that I have not
seen before I like to try

Guide liked or not

All liked-they helped me
out

Why didn’t read the
label first?

I knew already how to
do activity; sometimes I
don’t like to read
Y

Why read after?
Science explanation

there should be two
samples of some stuff
Y, thanks to eye ball
model I want to be
surgeon
I don’t think so, but I
learned more

Sort of, do not know in
what
Y, towards bones -I can
look back always

Nr.23/G/6/12
Education, I like to learn
new things
Y, it’s fun, a lot to do

Nr.25/G/7/12
Have fun

Some of them, they all
are cool, fun to play
Some average, some
easy-some things I am
good at, others things I
need to work at
1. How to balance;
2. How good my visual
acuity is

Y, they are interesting to
try
Some average, some easy.
Don’t know reason

1. Eye place-I got to
know how they do eye
surgeries
2. Fitness lab-I can
work out, get to know
how to do things
properly
3. Sprinting-fun to do

1. Sprinting-I like to run
2. Skipping-I like to see
how much I can jump
3. Visual acuity-I see how
healthy my eyes are

Y-I am learning this
stuff at school and here I
get more info about that
Y, bone place
Y, no example
Y, bone place
Some things are hard to
understand
(for example the
medical image-X-rays)
Y
Y, it gives me more
opportunities to learn
things and fun place to
be
Liked-they are easy to
talk to;
Didn’t like -some might
not able to get help,
because they are too
busy with other people
I didn’t think they are
useful for me

Y
Sometimes, Sprinting
Don’t know
Sometimes, visual acuity

Y

To see did I do right
Sometimes don’t have

Y, I learn new stuff

1. About my body
2. How brain works

All liked

Y
Y, educational

Sometimes don’t explain
very well

I just want to try first
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Didn’t do activity

I don’t know

Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?

Y, in height-how tall I
will be about a year

Attitude changed?

Y, towards rowing-it
helps me get fit

Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason
Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?
How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?

Nr.26/G/7/12
Have fun
Y, I learn new stuff

Nr.28/G/6/12
Have fun
Quite, some stuff is
interesting

Nr.30/G/6/12
Have fun
Sometimes, don’t know
reason

N

Some of them, I like to
race
Easy

Y, they are fun, give
information
Easy, it’s explained clearly

1. Genetic traits
2. How fast I can run

1. How tall I will be in
future
2. How fast I run

Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite. Why did they
like at most?

1.Sprinting-I am runner
2.Push ups-it’s fun
3.Heart rate listening-I
never heard my heart
rates

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Y
Y, visual acuity
Y, all descriptions, signs
N

1. Sprinting-I like to
run, it’s fun to race
against my friends
2. How tall I will benice to know future
3. Grip strength-I didn’t
know about that before
Y
Maybe
Not really
No

1. How tall I will be in
future
2. It’s hard to read colour’s
names when they aren’t
painted the same colour as
the name of colour
1. Sprinting-shows how fast
I run
2. Fingerprints-I didn’t
know how my fingerprints
look like
3. How tall I will be-cool, I
didn’t know that before
Not really
N
Y, no example
N

Didn’t like the floor
Talk about science

Balance-hard, I don’t
like practice
Y

Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not

Y, here is new stuff to
do, fun
Explain stuff

Why didn’t read the
label first?
Why read after?
Science explanation
Didn’t do activity

Sometimes I already
knew how to do it
Just in case
Y
+

I don’t like to read

Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?
Attitude changed?

Y, in human body-I
didn’t know what is
inside of me
Y, towards science- it’s
interesting

Y, in human height

Liked, they explained
things
Labels are long, they didn’t
seem that interesting
Y
I didn’t feel like doing
always
Not really

Y, towards bones -I
didn’t know much about
it

Kind of, towards science-it
can be fun, it’s cool to
know all that stuff

Easy, I like science

Some I like to try more
than others
Y, in health issues, what
is inside body, for
example how long is my
intestine
I don’t know, it might
have and might not

enough, like the Side step
test
+

Things where I had to
read
Not really, it’s not my
strongest sides
Y, I learned a lot new
stuff that I didn’t know
All liked

Y
+

Y, Don’t know in what

N

Reading stuff
Y
Y, it was fun
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Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason
Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?
How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?

Nr.32/G/6/12
Have fun
Sometimes, I did my last
project on stars

Nr.34/G/6/11
Have fun
Y, it’s interesting

N, I didn’t expected that

Y, don’t know reason

Easy, I know a lot about
that field

Easy, I understood it
well

1. How fast I can bike
2. How well I can see

Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite. Why did they
like at most?

1. Treadmill-I like to run
2. Balancing-I like to
see how I can balance
3. Listen my heart rateit’s cool how it’s sounds

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Y
N
Y, eye-ball model
N

Didn’t like the floor

Eye surgery-gross, I
don’t like to see that
kind of stuff
Y
Y, it’s different, I never
haven’t been here
I don’t know
I don’t like to read

1. How many bones are
in the spine
2. How much skin I
loose in a year
1. Sprint-I can run
2. Treadmill-it’s fun, I
can walk there
3. How tall I will be-I
am short and I want to
be tall
Y
N
Y, no example
Y, heart place in the
future
All liked

Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not
Why didn’t read the
label first?

Why read after?

-

Science explanation
Didn’t do activity

Y
I was not interested in
everything
Sort of, in running-I
used to have the
treadmill at home, but
my brother broke it
N

Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?
Attitude changed?

Y
Y, it’s interesting
They were nice, kind
I want to look at the
stuff, I don’t enjoy
reading stuff, I like to
figure out myself first
To compare what I
figured out with labels
Y
+
Y, in human body

N

A 6.2 Boys’ Interview Answers
Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason
Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?

Nr.3/B/6/11
Fun
Yes, science is cool, fun

Nr.4/B/6/11
Have fun
Yes, I learn stuff

Nr.5/B/6/12
Have fun
Yes, I love science,
specially physics

No, not really, I did not
expect it to be here

Y, exhibits are exciting,
fun

Y, they are fascinating, I
haven’t seen something like
that no where else
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How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?

Easy, the way how info
has set up and you can
find your way around
1. How long my
intestine is

Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite.
Why did they like at
most?

1. Bone placeinteresting
2. Eye place-interesting
3. Sprinting-I enjoy
running

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Y
Y, sprinting-because I
run in my house all the
time.
Y, no examples
Not really

Didn’t like the floor

Genetic traits-it doesn’t
seem that interesting
N, do not know the
reason
Y, science is really
interesting and fun
Liked all

All liked

Y
Y, sprinting
Y, sometimes, Olympic
station, they assumed that
we knew that, but we did
not
Not a lot
All liked

Y

Y

Y, I learn stuff

Why didn’t read the
label first?
Why read after?
Science explanation

+

I do not like to read

Do not know
Y

Didn’t do activity
Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?
Attitude changed?

+
Y, in eyes-basic thing in
your body, you can see
throw them
N

No, I need more
information, so I can
understand it better
+
Y, in bones-I learn stuff,
like how many bones
are in your body
N

Y, I could do interactive,
hands-on things
All helpful, answer all the
questions
I like to do things rather
than read
Y

Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason

Nr.7/B/7/12
Fun, new stuff

Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?
How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?

Y, I like it

Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not

Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most

Y, a lot of stuff
Easy, good explanations

1. 75 % water in my
body;
2. How tall I will be in
the future
1. How tall I will beinteresting
2. Fitness lab-how fast

Easy, do not know
reason, it just is

Average, they could be
more easier or harder

1. I loose a lot of skin in
one year;
2. My intestine is very
long
1. Sprinting- I can see
how fast I can run
2. Grip strength-I can
see how strong I am
3. Bone place-I learn
how many bones I have,
it’s interesting
Y
Y, no examples
N
Y, bone place-if you
want to be a teacher you
can talk about bones

1. How athletics run
properly;
2. Different parts of the
hearts
1. Sprinting-I like to run
2. Olympic station-cool
3. Rowing-I like to do it a
lot

Liked all

+
Y, in running-it shows
everything interesting way
N, I knew most of the stuff

Nr.9/B/7/12
Education, I am
interested in science
Y, I am curious about
science

Nr.10/B/8/14
Education

Y, they are fun and also
very informative
Easy, good instructions
how to use exhibits, they
are very straight forward
1. Eye surgery, how
they performed it
2. How eye works

Y, they were fun, get to do
all the stuff yourself
Easy, they make it easy
even for young kids

1. Pupil’s reaction –
interesting to see how
different colours affect

1. Sprinting-I can see how
fast I am
2. Rowing-more exercising,

N, I do not like to study
physics

1. Sprinting
2. Rowing
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favourite.
Why did they like at
most?

can I run
3. Body elements

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Y
N
Y, eye surgery-how they
did it
Y, most stuff about body

Didn’t like the floor

Talk about science

Visual acuity instruction is not well
explained
Y

Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not

Y, better than school, I
learned stuff
Help with everything

Why didn’t read the
label first?

I knew already

Why read after?

I do not know

Science explanation
Didn’t do activity

Y
I did not know what to
do
Y, in heart-interesting,
want to learn more
about that
Y, towards eyes- how
they did surgery

Y
I am not interesting all
of the exhibits
Y, in eyes-how eye
works, interesting for
me
I do not think so

Nr.13/B/8/14
Have fun, because of the
interactivities
Some areas, stuff that is
explained, a lot of things
I do not know about
Y, they all make it fun,
let you discover yourself
what that means
Average, if it is too hard
then I won’t be able to
understand
1. How many sit ups,
push ups my age boy
should be able to do in a
minute
1. Sprinting-let you test
yourself, sprinting
abilities, I can compare
with others
2. Sit ups, push ups-how
thick you are, I can

Nr.16/B/6/11
Fun, I like it

Nr.19/B/7/13
Fun

Sometimes, I like
building, it is fun

Y, self-interest, I get to
learn things

Mostly, all what I did
was fun, a lot of
exercising and running
Average, some stuff I
have done before

Y, lot of things to find

1. How many bones
have in spine
2. Ribcage can protect
your heart and lungs
1. Sprinting-fun to race,
can see how fast I am
2. Grip strength-I can
see how strong I am
with one hand
3. Bone place-how

1. How tall I am
2. About my visual acuity

Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?
Attitude changed?

Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason
Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?
How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?
Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite.
Why did they like at
most?

your dilation
2. Fitness lab-fun to see
3. Visual acuity-inter. to
know how well you can
see
Y
N
Y, eye place, heart
place
Y, later all those
exhibits
All like

get stronger
3. Balance-I can see how
good my balance is

Y

N, my parents are not
interesting in science, they
do not have that kind of
background
Y, very exciting activities
here
They help you, explain
deeply
Exhibits looked fun, I like
to read mostly

Y, I learned a lot
Explain carefully how to
use exhibit
I can tell, see how to use
exhibit already or it
takes too much time
-

Y, most of stuff I didn’t
know
N
N
Could be, help you decide
what job you want
Visual acuity-it was not so
exciting as others

I could not understand what
to do and so I had to read
the label
Y
+
N

Y, towards science, I
learned it

Easy, made so that all agegroups can understand

1.How tall I will be-I like to
see how tall I am for my
age
2.Visual acuity-I didn’t
know what my visual
acuity was
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Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Didn’t like the floor
Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not

Why didn’t read the
label first?
Why read after?
Science explanation
Didn’t do activity

Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?

Attitude changed?

compare with my school
3. Standing long jumplet you test yourself, can
compare with others
Y
N
Y, Muscle guide (build
board), about different
muscles in our body, we
can know which
muscles we use during
the activity
Y, this place tells you
with which muscles to
exercise and how to do
it, I can know how to
exercise myself
A bit small
Y, if I feel little nerves, I
don’t talk about it a lot
Y, I can race against my
friends, I can spend time
with my friends, be fun
They helped us, they
supervised us a lot, they
kept us safe
I want to find out what’s
on the rest of the floor;
boring stuff I skipped
Y
I didn’t feel doing that at
first, but then my friends
told me to do it
Y, in exercising-I am
not very slick guy, I do
not play a lot of sport,
but when I saw that if I
do not work out, then
my muscles will
atrophy,
I want to keep myself
healthy
Y, I want to be more fit
and do more fitness
activities

many different bones are
in human
body

3. Body elements-about
what my body consists of,
interesting facts

Sometimes
Y, height/weight
Do not know
Y, visual acuity- how far
I can see, read

N
Y, when I am tall then I can
crab things
Y, bone place-gives info
how they spring together
Y, visual acuity-then I
know do I need classes or
not

Balancing-I do not
understand how it helps
N, I am afraid am I
always right or not
Y, learn new things
what I didn’t know, they
are interesting
They help you
understand things

Some pieces looked to be
broken
Y

If the info was presented
by pictures, it was easy
to understand
Y
+

I thought it was simple
enough to just do it

Y, in engines, motorsthey are interesting and
also how things work

N

N

N

Nr.22/B/7/13
Education mostly, I like to
do something new
Y, it’s cool, I learn about
stuff

Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason

Nr.20/B/6/12
Fun

Nr.21/B/8/14
Have fun

Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?

Y, I like to figure out
things

How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?

Easy, they tell you what
you have to do

Y, lot of stuff to do, can
be boring sometimes or
interesting
Y, I am athletic and I
like to do that kind of
things
Easy, explained well,
what to do

Y, these exhibits are fun

Y, I got to know about
myself
They explained

Y
+

Y, I thought that I knew
about all, but no, I found
out more here
Average, thanks to my
teacher I knew half of it
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Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?

1. How tall I am
2. How much I weigh

Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite.
Why did they like at
most?

1. Sprinting-I like
competition
2. Grip strength-I like
competition
3. Human sounds-funny

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Y
Y, how tall I will be
Y, smile and frown
Y, smile and frownshows which muscles I
use
All liked
Y
Y, I like to compete

Didn’t like the floor
Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?

Guide liked or not

1. How tall I will be
when I am adult
2. Pupil’s reaction-light
change my pupil’s size
1. Sprinting-I like to
run, I play soccer
2. Rowing-I can build up
my muscles
3.Pupil’s reaction-it’s
cool that your eyes can
do so that they go wider
in light
Y
N
Y, sprinting
Y, sprinting-I play
soccer

1. How fast I can run
2. How much I weigh

Eye surgery-it is gross
Y
Y, good place to learn,
they explain well how
and why things
happened
They are nice, helpful

All liked
Y and N (50/50)
Y, I learn new stuff

1. Sprinting-I love run
2. Visual acuity-I went to
eye doctor, and my left eye
is weaker and I like to
check it
3. Rowing-I want to see
how good I am, what my
body can do
Y, I use it later on
I don’t know
Y, how heart works
Y, bone place

Why didn’t read the
label first?

They answered to
questions
It looked fun, then I
tried out and others told
also did you do right or
wrong

Why read after?

-

-

Science explanation
Didn’t do activity

Y
+

Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?
Attitude changed?

Y, in sprinting- I like
running

Y
Some didn’t look
interesting
N

N

N

Y, I have more respect
towards science for now

Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason
Is science interesting for
you?
Why?
Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?
How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?
Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,

Nr.24/B/7/12
Have fun
Y, it’s fun

Nr.27/B/6/12
Have fun
Y, I find new stuff all
the time

Nr.29/B/6/12
Have fun
Y, lots to do, interesting

Y, I am athletic and I
like sport, they are fun
Easy, I have done some
of it before

Y, they are very good,
fun
Easy, I almost knew all
the stuff

1. My eye sight
2. How tall I am

1. Eye surgery
2. Heart place

1. Sprinting-I like
running

1. Sprinting-I like
running

Y, action things, moving
things
Easy, explained in a good
way, not complicated
words
1. How fast I go
2. How much my strength
is
1. Sprinting-I like sprinting
2. Standing long jump-I am

I don’t look labels when
I am here, I just want to
push button, to do things

All liked-they give info, say
what to do, explain well
I like to teach myself, I
want to find out, figure
things myself. Sometimes I
don’t like to read so much.
I read usually if there is
interesting picture.
To see did I do it properly.
Also I didn’t understand at
first, so I had to read
Y
+
N
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starting form most
favourite.
Why did they like at
most?

2. Visual acuity-I have
never done it before
3. Genetic trait-I didn’t
know some of it

2. Eye place-it shows
how eye looks like
really close
3. Bone place-it shows
how bones look like
Y
Y, bone place
Y, bone place
Y, sprinting

good at
3. Bicycle-I want to know
how fast I can go, I can’t do
it in school

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;
Use in life

Some of it
Not really
Y, visual acuity
I am not sure

Didn’t like the floor

Heart rate-boring

Skipping-I don’t like to
skip
Y
Y, a lot of interesting
things
They tell you where you
are
I wanted to see can I
figure out it
To find out did I do
right
Y
+
Y, in running-I am the
fastest runner at school

Skin-it’s gross

Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not

Sometimes
Y, lot of fun stuff, about
sport and I like sport
All liked-they helped me

Why didn’t read the
label first?
Why read after?

I don’t really like to read

Y, how I should take
care of my body

Not really

Y, towards grip strength-to
get better

Nr.33/B/6/11
Education

Is science interesting for
you?
Why?

Nr.31/B/7/13
Fun, exciting, hung
around with my friends
Not really, I’m not that
kind of type, I’m more
athletic

Did the exhibits here
meet your expectations?

Y, some are athletic
exhibits

How understandable is
the science in Centre’s
exhibits?
Name 2 new things that
you learned from this
science centre tour?

Easy, the language they
used was easy

Please name 3 exhibits
that you liked most,
starting form most
favourite.
Why did they like at
most?

1.Sprinting-it’s more
about my type of thing,
it’s interesting
2.Genetic traits-I
learned lot of stuff, it’s
educational
3. Body elements-I got
to find out a lot
Y
Not really
Y, intestine, most

Science explanation
Didn’t do activity
Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?
Attitude changed?

Code: sex/grade/age
Visiting reason

Relevance:
Practical problems;
Explain things;

I want to see did I do
right or not
Y
+
N

1. Genetic traits

Y, if we wouldn’t have
science then we
wouldn’t have all that
what we have now, also
I like to know how body
works
Y, great details,
pictures, many different
things
Easy, I am able to
understand what all of
that stuff means
1. How much skin I
loose in a year
2. How many backbones
are in my body
1. Fitness lab-tells how
strong I am
2. Bone place-it
describes all the bones, I
never knew the names
of the bones
3. Sprinting-how fast I
can run
Y
Y, fitness lab, treadmill
N

Y
Y, grip strength
Y, sprinting
Y, sprinting

Y
Y, lot of stuff to do,
interesting
All liked
I really don’t like to read
Y
+
Y, in grip strength-to see
what body does
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Use in life

Didn’t like the floor
Talk about science
Did you have fun here?
Why?
Guide liked or not

exhibits, how my body
works
No
All liked
Y
Y, it’s exciting

Why didn’t read the
label first?

They explained a lot of
stuff, they very polite
also
I had that kind of feeling
how to do it

Why read after?

-

Science explanation
Didn’t do activity
Did you get more
interested in something
after the visit? Why?

Y
+
Y, in athletic ability, it
explained a lot about
me, exciting

Attitude changed?

No

Not much, maybe in
older age
All liked
Y
Y, it explain about many
subjects
They didn’t talk much,
didn’t help so much
I don’t like to read,
sometimes too much
words, I may not
understand all of that
I like to look pictures
first
Y
+
Y, in bones, I don’t
know about my bones,
but now I want to know
more
Not really
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Appendix 7
A 7.1 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour
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Appendix 8
A 8.1 Pupils’ Favourite Exhibits
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Appendix 9
Exhibits’ Categories by Interactivity Level
Pupils favourite Exhibits
exhibits (by
interactivity
interview)
level
Heart rate
Moderate
How tall I will be? High
Genetic traits
Moderate
Height/weight
Moderate
Human sounds
Low
Sprinting
High
Eye place
High
Skin
Moderate
Spiral centre
Moderate
Flexibility
High
Balance
Moderate
Colour vision
Moderate
Standing jump
High
Eye surgery
Low
Skipping
High
Treadmill
High
Bone place
High
Grip strength
Moderate
Pupils' reaction
High
Visual acuity
High
Rowing
High
Olympic station Moderate
Body elements
Low
Fitness lab
High
Sit ups, push ups Moderate
Heart rate listening High
Fingerprints
High
Biking
High
Intestine
High
Side step test
Moderate
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Appendix 10
Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Exhibits
A 10.1 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Intestine
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A 10.3 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Heart Rate
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A 10.4 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Grip Strength
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A 10.5 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Fingerprints
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A 10.6 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at How Tall Will You Be
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A 10.7 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Pupils Reaction
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A 10.8 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Visual Acuity
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A 10.9 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Genetic Traits
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A 10.10 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Height and Weight
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A 10.11 Pupils’ Learning Behaviour at Side Step Test
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